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Learning from Others - Community Sport & Leisure Case Studies
All of the case studies included in this report have a community sport and leisure focus. The case were
selected in order to provide examples, which include: differing spatial requirements, varied lifespans,
differing construction requirements, a mix of both flexible and static facilities, provision for a range of
different sports/activities, activities which appeal to differing target markets – and the likely demographics
of both existing and future nearby residents and opportunities for both formal and informal participation.
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Executive Summary
Background
StreetGames was commissioned by the London Legacy Development Corporation (LLDC) in
August 2012 to undertake a research project between September – January 2013.

StreetGames, together with five other organisations, was commissioned by LLDC to investigate
grassroots/community interim uses and make recommendations which could inform LLDC’s
approach to interim uses on the future Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park (QEOP.)
Methodology

StreetGames’ initial research proposals were developed in response to the formal brief
distributed by LLDC and subsequently refined following consultation with key officers at the
inception and review meetings.
In essence, the key elements of our research work has comprised:
•
•
•

•

A desktop research study to identify relevant projects that offer potential learning and
possible case study examples;
Consultation with StreetGames Network projects and other relevant partners as an
additional route to identifying a ‘long list’ of potential case study examples;

Focused research to collate relevant information in order to develop the case study
examples including: face-to-face meetings with key staff, telephone interviews with key
staff, site visits, reviews of relevant reports and Web based research;
A consultation workshop with relevant local partners and key agencies to discuss and
gather feedback on the case study examples – including representatives from the
surrounding local authority sport and leisure departments, the County Sports
Partnership - Proactive East London and other sports charities/organisations such as
London Youth, Greenhouse and Interactive.

The ideas and case studies selected were discussed with LLDC throughout the process both
informally and also via formal inception, update and review meetings which took place on 29th
August, 17th September, 15th October, 12th November and 3rd December 2012.
The key findings from this research work are set out below.
Key Focus of StreetGames’ Commission

The key focus of StreetGames’ commission was to provide a set of case studies and
recommendations to help guide the LLDC on potential interim grassroots sports uses for future
development sites within the QEOP based on precedents i.e. ‘learning from others’ to understand
what works.

Given the focus and expertise of StreetGames in relation to developing sport and community
engagement within disadvantaged communities, all of the case studies we selected have a
community sport/leisure focus.
We were keen to provide a diverse range of examples and therefore, looked to provide a
selection of case studies which include:
•

Differing spatial requirements;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Varied lifespans;

Differing construction requirements;

A mix of both flexible and static facilities;

Provision for a range of different sports/activities;

Activities which appeal to differing target markets – and the likely demographics of both
existing and future nearby residents
Opportunities for both formal and informal participation.

In addition, we were keen to select case study examples which could help contribute towards
the key objectives, themes and corporate priorities identified within the LLDC Interim Use
Strategy, particularly in terms of activating and animating vacant space, ensuring community
involvement, promoting equality/inclusion and community participation.
The Case Studies

Our initial desk research and consultation with StreetGames Network projects and other
relevant partners enabled us to develop a ‘long list’ of potential case study options. Following
discussions with LLDC the ‘long list’ was narrowed to focus our case study research on the
following projects:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Triathlon Live (8 sites during London 2012 Olympics: Hyde Park - London, Manchester,
Bristol, Coventry, Leeds, Edinburgh, Leicester, Cardiff)
Sand-based Facility Beach Court (at Westminster, London)

Street Sports - Outdoor Skate Park (at Frontside Gardens, London)

Pensioners Playgrounds (2 case study examples - Damhead Park, Manchester and Hyde
Park – London)
Sports Barns (2 case study examples – at Trafford and Blackpool)

Sporting Eco-system (including Ping – Outdoor Table Tennis Initiative, Bouldering at
Fairlop Waters Country Park, Redbridge and the inclusion of smaller elements such as
football goals and a sports equipment library)

Case Study Learning

The case study examples have helped to identify a number of important learning points and
issues which should be considered in the future development of the QEOP. The learning points
broadly fit into the following six themes:
1. Location and Co-location;

2. Community engagement;
3. Robust equipment;

4. Provision of ancillary equipment;

5. Informal participation and programmed activities; and
6. Staff and volunteers support.

Summary learning from these case studies is set out in Table A overleaf.
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Table A – Summary Key learning from StreetGames Case Studies
Key Learning Theme
1. THE IMPORTANCE OF LOCATION
‘Making it work’

THE VALUE OF ‘CO-LOCATION’
‘Increasing participation’
2. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
‘Ownership’

3. HIGH QUALITY EQUIPMENT/
FACILITIES
‘Saving money and time in the long
term’
4. ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
‘A better experience’

Summary Finding
• High footfall, visible and feeling safe
• Shelter from the weather, leaves etc.
• Places where user groups will be compatible
•
•

Facilities grouped together
Near to non-sporting facilities, such as youth
centres, GP surgeries
• Near to toilets and cafés
• Near to supervised sports facilities
• Involvement by the community from the
beginning of the project to develop community
ownership (methods included consultation on
design/planning, engagement of local residents as
volunteers or staff, links with community events
and clubs)
• Difficult to make it work – ‘good in theory’!
• Robust, more expensive equipment/ facilities
save money in the long term
• Spend more time buying the right equipment at
the start
• UK suppliers can be cheaper for spares and
repairs
The provision of additional and ancillary equipment
can enhance the experience and extend playing
opportunities. For example: Floodlighting to extend
use during the winter
• Canopies for the weather
• Benches/ seating
• Tarmac/ concrete/ artificial surfaces

Relevant Case studies
• 1 - Triathlon Live
• 2 - Beach Court
• 4 & 5 - Pensioner’s playground
• 6 & 7 - Sports Barns
• 8 – Eco System
• 2 - Beach Court
• 4 & 5 - Pensioner’s Playgrounds
• 6 & 7 - Sports Barns
•
•
•

3 - Skate Park
4 & 5 - Pensioner’s Playgrounds
6 & 7 - Sports Barns

•
•

1 -Triathlon Live
4 & 5 - Pensioner’s Playgrounds

•
•
•
•

1 - Triathlon Live
2 - Beach Court
4 & 5 - Pensioner’s Playgrounds
8 – Eco system (table tennis)
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Key Learning Theme

5. INFORMAL ACTIVITY
‘Letting them play sport on their own
terms’

Summary Finding
• Access to equipment for using facilities – bats
and balls, swimsuits
• Signage and instructions for risky activities
• The provision of opportunities to use facilities
without booking, drop-in, casual use.
• Free or low cost for users

PROGRAMMED ACTIVITY

Opportunities for some coaching/ supervised
sessions

6. STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS

•

‘Kick starting it into action’

•

Staff and volunteers to encourage people to use a
new facility
To be around to make sure it’s safe and clear.

Relevant Case studies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 - Skate Park
4 & 5 - Pensioner’s Playgrounds
8 – Eco system (table tennis)
1 - Triathlon Live
2 - Beach Court
3 - Skate Park
6 & 7 - Sports Barns
8 – Eco system (table tennis)
1 - Triathlon Live
2 - Beach Court
3 - Skate Park
6 & 7 - Sports Barns
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Case Study Links to LLDC Interim Use Strategy
The LLDC Interim Use Strategy for the future of the QEOP sets the corporate ambition that the
“Park develops into a new destination that fits seamlessly within the existing urban fabric of East
London, connecting and celebrating the surrounding communities” and specifically in relation to
community/grassroots uses, draws upon “Interim Uses as a way to build community ownership
and encourage the existing character of the fringe areas to further develop within the Park”.
Based on the case study research we have conducted, we believe that all of the facilities
included within the case study examples have the potential to support these community/grass
roots use objectives – via active interim usage.

The facilities selected all present the opportunity to contribute towards a number of key themes
identified within the LLDC Interim Use Strategy – such as the activation and animation of vacant
space, encouraging community involvement and building value etc. Table B below summarises
the key themes and the potential contributions that interim projects could make and outlines
which of the case studies have potential to contribute to each of these key themes. It should also
be noted that many of the case studies reinforce the importance of these key themes in the
overall success of a project.
Table B – Case Study Links To Interim Use Strategy Key Themes

Theme

The Activation and
animation of vacant space

Potential Contribution
•
•

Encourage Character

•
•

Offer flexible solutions
for timing and
programme balance

Promote the Park as a
“world-class” destination

•
•

•

•

Display Market
Robustness

•

Projects which provide real
opportunities to activate vacant
space.
Projects which present
opportunities to provide a safe and
inviting use of space (i.e. through
opportunities for informal and
programmed activities).
Projects which provide a distinct
and interesting offer.
Projects which present
opportunities for delivering a varied
offer for visitors.
Projects which provide a range of
adaptable offerings.
Projects that present a balance of
offerings during all-seasons and allhours.
Projects which assist the Park into
becoming a destination that rivals
the top tourist spots of London. For
example, via activation and wellprogrammed activities.
Provision of experimental and
innovative concepts which
incentivise visits and promote the
Park as a ‘must see, must return’
destination.
Successful temporary use projects
can serve as an exemplar for future
investors and/or more permanent
commercial operators.

Relevant Case Study Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 - Triathlon Live
2 - Beach Court
3 - Street Sports
4&5 - Pensioner’s Playground
6&7 - Sports Barn
8 - Eco-system

Plus doorstep sport style activities,
sessions and festivals etc.
•
2 - Beach Court
•
3 - Street Sports
•
8 - Eco-system (Bouldering)
•
•
•
•
•

2 - Beach Court
3 - Street Sports
4&5 - Pensioner’s Playground
6&7 - Sports Barn
8 - Eco-system

Plus doorstep sport style activities,
sessions and festivals etc.
•
1 - Triathlon Live
•
2 - Beach Court

•
•

3 - Street Sports
8 - Eco-system (outdoor table
tennis)
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Theme

Community involvement
and adaption of spaces

Potential Contribution
•

•

•

Improve legibility and
mobility around the site

•
•

Build Value in the Early
Phase

•

In line with Corporate
policies and priorities

•

•

Relevant Case Study Projects

Some projects may help to provide
commercial income and therefore
avoid management costs.

These projects plus doorstep sport
style activities provide low cost,
sustainable options.

Projects which allow adjacent
neighbourhoods to be involved in
their development to promote a
sense of ownership
Projects which encourage
community members to help adapt
spaces.

•
•
•
•
•

Projects which have the potential to
improve the safety, mobility and
long-term legibility of the site.
Projects which allow residents and
visitors to have an active and
interesting experience during their
time in the Park.
Projects which help to increase the
desirability of the remaining
platforms.
Projects which help to support
public statements and commitments
concerning the Olympic Legacy and
specifically what the LLDC will
deliver to this part of London.
Projects which help to achieve this
legacy, via an activated and
animated Park experience.

In addition, carefully managed facilities
such as the beach court or sports barns
can also offer opportunities for
commercial projects. These could be
developed via successful capital grant
applications.
2 - Beach Court
3 - Street Sports
4&5 - Pensioner’s Playground
6&7 - Sports Barn
8 - Eco-system

Plus doorstep sport style activities,
sessions and festivals etc.
•
4&5 - Pensioner’s Playground
•
8 - Eco-system

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 - Beach Court
4&5 - Pensioner’s Playground
8 - Eco-system
1 - Triathlon Live
2 - Beach Court
3 - Street Sports
4&5 - Pensioner’s Playground
6&7 - Sports Barn
8 - Eco-system

Plus doorstep sport style activities,
sessions and festivals etc.

The case study examples are also in alignment with a number of key corporate priorities around
equality and inclusion, community participation and environmental sustainability. They can
also actively contribute towards output measures relating to attracting more visitors,
encouraging increased frequency of visit and ensuring the diversity of visitor profile.

Recommendations

Based on the learning gathered from the case study examples, and as a means of addressing
some of the key challenges and objectives set out within the Interim Use Strategy, we propose
that LLDC consider the recommendations set out in Table C overleaf, in relation to the
grassroots/community interim sports uses for the QEOP.
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Table C – Recommendations
No.

Recommendation

Priority

Case study numbers for
most relevant learning

Overarching principle for the interim sporting uses of QEOP
R1

LLDC need to ensure the active involvement of the local community. Engagement
methods should include: consultation to solicit ideas and gather input at the early
planning/design phases, the active involvement of local residents in the running of the
facilities and activities provided, either as members of staff, volunteers and/or peer
champions and playing a key role in the evaluation of the facilities. Local community
groups, clubs and organisations can also often support with activation.

High

3, 4, 5 and 6

In order to ensure programme balance and flexible solutions, LLDC should look to
provide a mix of interim use sports facilities which:

High

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8

High

1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7

Medium

2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

The planning process for interim sporting uses
R2

a.

b.
c.

R3
R4

d.

Includes both high profile ‘wow’ interim uses as well as more common, low cost
‘everyday’ use of the space, which encourage regular visits by local residents plus
one off trips by visitors. (e.g. by schools, youth and community groups, faith groups,
tourist groups etc).
Includes interim use provision which provides for both informal sports
participation and formal/programmed activities.

Includes a mix of facilities that meet the needs/demands of the differing potential
target market (i.e. so that there is provision for different age groups, gender and
different socio-economic groups etc).

Provides activities which are appropriate for different seasons and different times
of the day.

In order to ensure the activation and animation of vacant space, LLDC needs to ensure
that interim use sports facilities are provided in the ‘right’ site location for their purpose.
Taking into consideration all of the location and co-location specific lessons learnt.
In order to present a balanced offer during all-seasons and all-hours, LLDC should
consider the inclusion of elements such as floodlighting, canopies and covers in relation
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No.

R5
R6

Recommendation
to interim use sports facilities, to prolong usage and incorporate appropriate signage.

In order to promote legibility and mobility within the Park, LLDC should look to include
interim use sports facilities, which require users to move around the park to participate,
such as bouldering rocks, cycling, walking/trim trails or Parkour structures.

Priority

Case study numbers for
most relevant learning

High

8

Medium

1, 4 and 5.

High

1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8

LLDC should consider alternative opportunities for the maintenance and supervision of
longer-term interim use sports facilities rather than employing staff directly to
specifically undertake this work. For example, including inspection and maintenance
tasks within the roles of existing facility based staff on site or alternatively consider
opportunities to include within a Neighbourhood Officer Role.

Medium

2, 4, 5 and 7.

To support the activation of vacant space, LLDC should consider opportunities for using
the informal landscaped areas or hard standing spaces within the QEOP for doorstep
sport style activities, which can be provided without purpose built facilities – such as
weekly sports activity sessions, pop up holiday activity clubs or festivals.

High

8

LLDC should take into consideration the need to provide robust equipment for interim
use sports facilities as opposed to selection based purely on low cost to extend the
lifespan of equipment and minimise repair and maintenance costs.

Funding of the interim use sports facilities
R7

We understand that there are financial constraints given the current economic climate
and that LLDC are seeking to ensure cost neutrality of projects over a 3‐ year funding.

Therefore, it is recommended that LLDC consider opportunities to fund interim use built
sports provision via:
a.

b.

R8

c.

Potential sponsorship or PR opportunities (as highlighted in case study 1 and 8)
The potential use of recycled materials (as highlighted in case study 2 and 3)

Applications to relevant funding programmes (as highlighted in case study 6 and 7).

The delivery and operation of interim sporting uses
R9
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No.

Recommendation

R10

In line with corporate policies and priorities related to the Olympic Legacy, it is essential
that LLDC provide pathway information to advise participants where they can continue
their involvement in the sport once the facility has been moved – and maximise potential
links and exit routes into the permanent built sports facilities on site.

High

1 and 3

High

2, 3, 4 and 5

To help promote the park as a ‘world class’ destination, LLDC should consider the
provision of interim uses sports facilities which are linked to high profile
sporting/cultural events to promote engagement and interest. There may be potential to
plan a calendar of interim uses linked to high profile sporting events.

Medium

1

In order to continue to build upon the lessons learnt, LLDC should evaluate the interim
sporting uses which are put in place, so that there is clear information about which uses
have been most successful and continue to look for relevant best practice examples from
elsewhere in the UK and abroad. This is especially important for the replacement of short
term facilities as the Park changes.

High

n/a

R11

R12

To ensure the active engagement and involvement of park visitors, LLDC should consider
the appointment of ‘Activators’. Activators and development staff can provide an
important function, in the successful promotion of activities and the engagement of local
residents. Again, there are opportunities to incorporate an Activator function into the
roles of existing facility based staff on site (which also has the benefit of providing natural
pathways and links into the permanent built facilities on site). Alternatively, Activators
may be sourced via the engagement and up-skilling of local volunteers and peer
champions or via links with local organisations and groups who may be able to support

Priority

Case study numbers for
most relevant learning

Monitoring and evaluation
R13
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Section 1 - Introduction
Project Brief
1.1
1.2

1.3

StreetGames was commissioned by the London Legacy Development Corporation
(LLDC) in August 2012 to undertake a research project between September – January
2013.

StreetGames, together with five other organisations, was commissioned by LLDC to
investigate grassroots/community interim uses and make recommendations which
could inform LLDC’s approach to interim uses on the future Queen Elizabeth Olympic
Park (QEOP.)

The key focus of StreetGames’ commission was to provide a set of case studies and
recommendations to help guide the LLDC on potential interim grassroots sports uses for
future development sites within the QEOP based on precedents i.e. ‘learning from others’
to understand what works.
Background to StreetGames

1.4

1.5
1.6

1.7

Launched in 2007, StreetGames is a UK charity dedicated to developing sport with
disadvantaged communities. Our overall aim is to increase the provision and take up of
sport in areas of high deprivation, which is known to be significantly below par, and to
expand the use of sport to improve health and well-being, change lives and communities.

Over the last five years, the StreetGames network has expanded year on year and now
includes over 170 local projects which have engaged over 190,000 participants in
doorstep sport activities.

In 2009 StreetGames became a National Partner to Sport England - as the recognised
expert in relation to developing sport in disadvantaged communities. Key elements of
this work involve winning institutional support and most importantly, building and
sharing the knowledge and insight which helps to understand ‘what works’ and using
this knowledge to drive change and to grow and sustain participation within
disadvantaged areas – hence our desire to be involved with this exciting research
project.

Through our work, StreetGames has developed a rich knowledge bank about the
engagement of sport and young people living in disadvantaged communities and has
developed a range of learning resources including good practice cases studies which has
helped to inform our work for this project.
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Section Two – Methodology
Our Approach
2.1
2.2

Our initial research proposals were developed in response to the formal brief
distributed by LLDC and subsequently refined following consultation with key officers at
the inception and review meetings.

In essence, the key elements of our research work has comprised:
•

•
•

A desktop research study to identify relevant projects that offer potential learning
and possible case study examples;

Consultation with StreetGames Network projects and other relevant partners as
an additional route to identifying a ‘long list’ of potential case study examples;

Focused research to collate relevant information in order to develop the case
study examples including:






•

2.3

2.4

Face-to-face meetings with key staff;
Telephone interviews with key staff;

Site visits;

Reviews of relevant reports; and
Web based research;

A consultation workshop with relevant local partners and key agencies to discuss
and gather feedback on the case study examples – including representatives from
the surrounding local authority sport and leisure departments, the County Sports
Partnership - Proactive East London and other sports charities/organisations such
as London Youth, Greenhouse and Interactive.

The ideas and case studies selected were discussed with LLDC throughout the process
both informally and also via formal inception, update and review meetings which took
place on 29th August, 17th September, 15th October, 12th November and 3rd December
2012.

The key findings from this research work are set out within Sections Three and Four of
this report and the supporting appendices.
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Section Three – The Case Studies
Background
3.1
3.2

Given the focus and expertise of StreetGames in relation to developing sport and
community engagement within disadvantaged communities, all of the case studies we
selected have a community sport/leisure focus.
We were keen to provide a diverse range of examples and therefore, looked to provide a
selection of case studies which include:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
3.3

Differing spatial requirements;

Varied lifespans;

Differing construction requirements;

A mix of both flexible and static facilities;

Provision for a range of different sports/activities;

Activities which appeal to differing target markets – and the likely demographics
of both existing and future nearby residents
Opportunities for both formal and informal participation.

In addition, we were keen to select case study examples which could help contribute
towards the key objectives, themes and corporate priorities identified within the LLDC
Interim Use Strategy, particularly in terms of activating and animating vacant space,
ensuring community involvement, promoting equality/inclusion and community
participation.
The Case Studies

3.4

Our initial desk research and consultation with StreetGames Network projects and other
relevant partners enabled us to develop a ‘long list’ of potential case study options.
Following discussions with LLDC the ‘long list’ was narrowed to focus our case study
research on the following projects:
•

•
•
•
•
•

3.5

Triathlon Live (8 sites during London 2012 Olympics: Hyde Park - London,
Manchester, Bristol, Coventry, Leeds, Edinburgh, Leicester, Cardiff)
Sand-based Facility Beach Court (at Westminster, London)

Street Sports - Outdoor Skate Park (at Frontside Gardens, London)

Pensioners Playgrounds (2 case study examples - Damhead Park, Manchester and
Hyde Park – London)
Sports Barns (2 case study examples – at Trafford and Blackpool)

Sporting Eco-system (including Ping – Outdoor Table Tennis Initiative, Bouldering
at Fairlop Waters Country Park, Redbridge and the inclusion of smaller elements
such as football goals and a sports equipment library)

Case study information relating to these projects is set out below, with additional
summary case studies provided within Appendix A.
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Stakeholder Workshop
3.6
3.7

A summary of the key feedback received in relation to each case study at the
Stakeholder Workshop session can be found within the content of the individual case
studies (fuller Workshop feedback notes are provided within Appendix C).
The stakeholder workshop aimed to collect feedback from local partners such as
neighbouring local authorities, housing associations and community organisations
around the findings of the case study research. Stakeholders were asked to give
feedback in the following ways:•

•
•
•
•
3.8

3.9

Their views about the key learning points from the case studies as a whole
including the opportunity to contribute their own learning points

Their views about the nature of the individual case studies and the type of facility
in each case study
Their views about whether they thought the individual facilities would be used by
local residents
Their views on the learning about each individual case study, with the opportunity
to contribute their own learning
Their views on whether this type of facility should be included as an option in the
interim development of the Olympic Park

The feedback from the stakeholders workshop showed that there were common views
and support for some of the facilities as identified in the case studies. However, many of
the stakeholders had different views, concerns and priorities about some of the facilities
which would need to be addressed if full support was to be gained from the
stakeholders. The feedback could be divided into two categories: firstly, feedback which
needed to be addressed from a technical or community viewpoint such as sustainability
and high capital costs and secondly, feedback which could be addressed by additional
information about the type of the facility such as the level of risk of the bouldering rocks.

The summary of the feedback from the Stakeholders workshop about individual case
studies can be found in the section of the main case study table called ‘Stakeholder
feedback workshop’. The stakeholder feedback was also used during the analysis
process to develop the recommendations and priorities.
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Case Study 1 – Triathlon Live
Introduction to Triathlon
3.10

The sport of triathlon consists of three disciplines: running, swimming and cycling. It is
currently seen as a growing sport - appealing to both young people as well as adults. The
sport has a mainly competitive focus but offers a range of opportunities at all levels of
ability which is supported by a network of triathlon clubs throughout England, including
in East London.
The choice of Triathlon Live as a case study

3.11

3.12

‘Triathlon live’ was a new initiative – initially piloted in 2011 it was specifically
developed to promote triathlon during the London 2012 Olympics & Paralympics. It
consisted of a set of mobile, temporary facilities which allowed people to take part in the
three disciplines of running, swimming and cycling. Triathlon Live was held in eight
cities through the UK. Triathlon England describes Triathlon Live on its website as a
programme that ‘allows fans and novices alike the next best experience to competing on
the Olympic course, all neatly packed into an area less than half the size of a tennis court’.
The following factors guided the choice of this initiative as one of the case studies:•

•
•

•

•

•
•

3.13

Minimal spatial requirement – This initiative needed very little space (circa 60m
sq).

Temporary lifespan – The initiative was designed to be short term, lasting only a
few days.
Flexible construction requirements - As the nature of this initiative was
temporary, the facilities had been designed so that they could be stored,
transported and then set up as a short term temporary facility. Just one day set
up/take down.

The flexible nature of the facilities – These facilities were flexible so they could
be used individually or as part of a triathlon package and most importantly could
be moved to different areas of the site.
The choice of popular sports - Triathlon consists of three popular sports. The
inclusion of swimming as one of the sports is attractive as there is the potential for
a direct link to the permanent sports facilities on site.
The wide appeal of the activities – At least one of the three triathlon sports is
likely to appeal to most people, young people and adults, including local residents.
Opportunities for sign-posting into formal participation – London has a
network of both active triathlon clubs as well as competitive events which could
appeal to both novices and more experienced athletes.

The benefits of Triathlon Live initiative for the interim usage of QEOP could be as
follows:•

The small space required and as the initiative demonstrated, the large numbers of
users that it has the potential to attract.
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•

•
•

•
3.14

The sites attracted a broad spectrum of users as the sports were well known and
the skill/ experience level was minimal for taking part. In addition, as the sites
provided all necessary equipment, it enabled ‘passers-by’ to take part
spontaneously.
The temporary and mobile nature of the facilities, meant that they offer flexible
solutions.

There are clear opportunities to sign-post interested visitors to the permanent
built facilities within the QEOP, such as the Aquatics Centre, the Copper Box and
Velodrome.
The facilities (particularly the Endless Pool) – provide an experience which is fun,
exciting and different.

However, there are a number of issues to be considered:
•

•
•
•

For a community sports facility, the associated costs were relatively high
considering that the facilities were only available for a very short/temporary
space of time, particularly compared with other community sport projects.
There are implications for storing and transporting the mobile facilities around
the site as well as providing staff to run it.
Security for the facilities needs to be considered.

There is a need for resources to signpost users to the built sports facilities on the
site, to the local triathlon clubs and triathlon events. This would also result in
staffing costs to both coordinate and produce this information in order to make
the best use of this initiative.
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Case Study 1.

Triathlon Live

Project Overview

• The Triathlon Live sites 2012 were situated within high profile locations in 8 cities in the UK – Bristol (Millennium Square), Cardiff
(the Hayes), Coventry (Millennium Place), Edinburgh (Festival Square), Leeds (Millennium Square), Leicester (Humberstone Gate),
London (Hyde Park) and Manchester (Exchange Square).
• The sites provided opportunities for members of the public to ‘try’ the sport of triathlon (i.e. swim, cycle, run).
• The facilities included an Endless Pool - to swim against a current, fixed bikes for cycling and treadmills for running. Infrastructure
support requirements included power and water supply and security.
• The facilities were provided within a compact area – no bigger than half a tennis court (circa 12m x5m).
• The facilities were available to use free of charge.
• Usage was predominantly on a casual ‘come and try’ basis by general members of the public. Users could also book specific slots
to take part in competitions and some slots were booked by Triathlon Clubs for training purposes.
• Users included both males/females and a cross section of ages from beginners to triathlon club members.
• Usage of the facilities was limited to adults aged 16+.
• International Triathlon Union and the British Triathlon Federation working in conjunction with LOCOG, the BBC and local
authorities. (Plus Endless Pools provided the state-of-the-art pools for the project)
• Lead by England Triathlon. Sites were run by one member of staff from England Triathlon and circa five volunteers per site.

User Groups

Initiator
Project Team
Project duration
Capital Costs
Revenue Costs
Profitability/Loss
Permissions &
Permits
Publicity

• The Triathlon Live Sites were provided for 4 day periods (4-7 August 2012) with the exception of the site in Hyde Park which was
in place for 3 weeks (28 July – 12 Aug) plus1 day set up and 1 day take down. The Triathlon Live sites had previously been trialled
by England Triathlon across 4 sites in 2011.
• Equipment for the sites was provided free of charge during the Olympics period by England Triathlon and Endless Pools. The
cost to purchase price per unit for similar equipment is circa £22,000 – Endless Pool, £1,000-£4,000 – Treadmill and £700 £5,000 static bike.
• £13,000 per site (costs relate to power for electricity, water, t-shirts etc.). The main costs relate to servicing the pools.
• Sites were staffed by one member of staff from England Triathlon and circa 5 volunteers per site.
• n/a – The sites were used for marketing/promotion purposes, to promote the sport of Triathlon and Endless Pools.
•

•

Dependent on location/local authority – there were planning related conditions at some sites relating to noise/lighting etc.
A PR agency was used to promote the site which was a ‘resounding success’. Plus information was also provided on various
websites plus local advertising.
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Case Study 1.

Triathlon Live

Exit Routes

• Volunteers and staff on-site were able to provide information re local triathlon clubs, events or competitions and details re
relevant local facility information.
• Location: All of the locations selected were high profile sites with an existing high footfall of general members of the public, such
as Hyde Park in London or the City Centre locations selected in all other areas. The Manchester site in particular proved to be
extremely successful and popular because of its location within the City Centre at Exchange square, which is surrounded by shops,
cafes and entertainment venues.
• Informal Participation & Programmed Activity: The site enabled users to either take part informally or join a competition.
Linking the facilities to a high profile sporting event – with the running of the Triathlon Live sites linked and timed to coincide with
the Triathlon events at the London 2012 Olympic Games helped to raise interest and awareness of the sport.
• Staff & Volunteers: The provision of enthusiastic staff and volunteers on site to provide general information, coaching and
learning about the sport was deemed to be extremely important to ensure the smooth running of the sites and to sign-post users
to local clubs/competitions.
• Ancillary Equipment: The sites provided all necessary equipment to enable usage (e.g. swim suits/wet suits/towels)
• Robust Equipment: High quality and robust equipment as it will get very heavy usage – with the The Endless Pool being a major
draw.
• Other: A supportive local authority – i.e. pro-actively assisted to ensure ease of planning and the avoidance of lengthy ‘red tape’ to
facilitate these events taking place.
• For a community sports facility, the associated costs were relatively high considering that the facilities were only available for a
very short/temporary space of time, particularly compared with other community sport projects.
• Security for the facilities needs to be considered.
• Usage was limited to over 16s to avoid the facilities being used as a ‘creche’ and to help stimulate genuine interest in the sport and
an ability to provide follow-on into clubs or events etc.

Learning – Key
Success Factors

Learning - Issues
to Consider

Reasons for
Recommendation

•

•

The Triathlon Live Sites offer a real opportunity to activate vacant space. A particular benefit is the small space required – as
detailed above, the space required for the triathlon live sites was no bigger than half a tennis court (circa 12m x5m). However,
with just a relatively small space, large numbers of users can be attracted. The Triathlon Live Sites detailed above, attracted over
8,000 visitors in total. Daily usage levels varied significantly across the sites – as detailed above, usage at the site in Manchester
was ‘very good because of the high footfall…..and you need this’.
As the sports involved are generally well known, the sites attracted a broad spectrum of users. In addition, as the sites provided
all necessary equipment and given that users were able to take part individually, it enabled ‘passers-by’ to take part
spontaneously.
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Case Study 1.

Triathlon Live
•
•
•

Links to LLDC
Interim Use
Strategy Key
Themes

Stakeholder
Workshop
Feedback
Contact
Information

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The temporary and mobile nature of the facilities, mean that they offer flexible solutions.
Given the sports provided by Triathlon Live (ie. swim, cycle and run) there are clear opportunities to sign-post interested visitors
to the permanent built facilities within the QEOP, such as the Aquatics Centre, Copper Box and Velodrome.
The facilities (particularly the Endless Pool) – provide an experience which is fun, exciting and different – thus meeting key
objectives of providing interim uses which are ‘distinct’ , ‘varied’ and ‘innovative’.
Activation and animation of vacant space 
Encourages character 
Offers flexible solutions for timing and programme balance
Promote the Park as a ‘world class’ destination 
Display market robustness
Community involvement and adaptation of spaces
Improves legibility and mobility around the site
Builds value in the early phase
In line with corporate policies and priorities 
Fun and exciting offer – something different
But limited support from the stakeholder group, due to concerns about the facility being a ‘one-off wonder’ – with feelings that its
main appeal would be to those already involved in the sport. Also some concerns over the needs for staffing and high expense.

Mark Barfield – Triathlon England
markbarfield@triathlonengland.org
http://www.triathlon.org/olympics/live_sites/
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Case study 1 – Triathlon Live
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Case Study 2 – Beach Court, Westminster
Introduction to Beach volleyball
3.15

3.16

3.17

Beach volleyball, the outdoor version of volleyball has grown in popularity since it
became an Olympic sport in 1996. This team sport provides varying degrees of
competition from social and recreational games to more competitive opportunities for
both men and women. There are a number of beach volleyball clubs already based in
London, supported by the expansion of a network of new beach volleyball courts in
London in 2012, thereby creating the potential for the development of new leagues and
competitions.
Beach volleyball is still seen as a relatively new sport with a ‘Wow’ factor, a sport that is
unusual and fun. The unique aspect of a beach volleyball court is that it does not cater
solely for beach volleyball but can also be used by a number of other sports such as
Beach Soccer, Footvolley, Beach Tennis, Tricking as part of a Parkour programme and
Fitness Training – either as an individual or as a class.
The following factors guided the choice of this initiative as one of the case studies:-

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

3.18

Minimal spatial requirements – the beach volleyball court is the size of a tennis
court (circa 35m x 17m).

Variable lifespan – as the construction costs are fairly low at £12k (excluding
sand), it could be justified on a short or longer term basis. There is also the
potential to extend the life of this facility through the replacement of different
elements of the facility such as the sand, fencing, court cover on a staged basis.
Minimal construction requirements – this facility is relatively straightforward
and quick to construct with minimal requirements for the location
A static facility – this facility is designed to remain in a fixed location

Provision for a range of different sports – the beach volleyball court can be
used for a wide range of sports and physical activity as identified earlier

Activities for young people and young adults – this facility is most likely to
appeal to young people, including local residents, as it includes the opportunity for
other activities such as parkour and footvolley.

Opportunities for formal participation - this facility is most likely to be used for
structured, formal sports opportunities such as coaching courses, club sessions,
training and exercise classes.

The benefits of the Beach volleyball facility for the interim usage of QEOP could be as
follows:•

•

The small amount of space required and the low capital costs with minimal
revenue implications make it good value for money

The Westminster Beach volleyball court has demonstrated that this type of facility
is able to generate high demand in particular from young people and young adults
as it can be used for such a broad range of activities.
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•
•
•
3.19

The nature of the facility means that it can be used flexibly for a range of activities
as well as by teams and individuals.

There are clear opportunities to sign-post users to related activities at the
permanent built facilities within the QEOP, such as the Copper Box.
The facility provides a range of sporting experiences which are fun and different.

However, there are a number of issues to be considered:
•

•

•

The beach volleyball court facility can be run either as an open access, informal
facility or as a more formal managed facility. Although both options have
advantages and disadvantages, the case study shows that it is likely to have the
greatest impact if it is run as part of another sports facility with the support of a
booking system and staff available to check the facility on a regular basis to make
sure that the surface is safe.
The security of the facility needs to be considered if it is in an open, unmanaged
location. If it is not checked and maintained regularly and the net becomes
damaged or the sand surface becomes dirty or dangerous (such as glass, cans,
animal faeces) it is unlikely to be well-used.
The cost of an ‘activator’ or development officer needs to be considered at the
early stages to ensure that the facility is well-used and has a full programme with
a range of activities.
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Case Study 2.

Beach Court – Westminster

Project Overview

•
•
•
•
•
•

User Groups

•
•
•

Initiator
Project Team
Project Duration
Capital Costs
Revenue Costs

Beach volleyball court made from sand surrounded by decking and a fence.
The beach court selected for this particular case study is based at Academy Sport in Westminster, London.
The area has been built to England Volleyball specification and is roughly the size of a tennis court (circa 24mx11m)
The facility was developed as the result of a partnership between England Volleyball who were supporting LOCOG with the
relocation of some sand after the London Prepares Beach Volleyball Test Event and LB Westminster.
The court is and can be used for a variety of activities including: Beach Volleyball, Beach Soccer, Footvolley, Beach Tennis,
Tricking as part of a Parkour programme and Fitness Training – either as an individual or as a class.
The beach court was built on an area which had previously been used as a tennis court. Therefore, the location was
predetermined rather chosen for its particular benefits. Although, the court does not have any natural surveillance, it is situated
towards the back of the school site and is located in an area that has many other facilities meaning that there are clear
opportunities to cross-promote facilities.
The court is used by Westminster Academy (school) during the day to deliver curriculum activities, so these participants are
male and female aged 11-18 years.
From May-September in the afternoons/evenings and at weekends there are coached activities targeted at males and females
aged 8-16 years and 16+. The activities are coached sessions on a pay and play basis.
The court is also hired by local clubs who use the facility for training. Polonia Ladies Beach Volleyball Club use the court in the
warmer months as do the England Men’s Beach Soccer team. These two teams attract a much wider age range of participant to
the facility.

• City of Westminster Sports Development Team in partnership with England Volleyball.

• City of Westminster Council, England Volleyball, Academy Sport, Westminster Academy.
•
•
•
•
•

Beach court opened in May 2012.
Lead in time -4-5 months from planning to completion
£12k for the development of the court, the decking around the court, volleyball posts, nets and the transportation of the sand.
The sand was donated by LOCOG to Westminster in order to create a lasting legacy from the London 2012 Games.
Running costs relating to the Beach Court are incorporated into the general Sports Centre facility running costs. Existing sports
facility staff are responsible for supervising the playing areas. As such, the venue care taker or centre staff check the facility for
safety at the start of each booking so costs are covered within their role.
• In addition, at Westminster – the centre pays for local coaches to deliver a coached programme of activity.
• If an open facility is developed then the participants would need to check the court before they play. (Signs with safety guidance
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Case Study 2.

Beach Court – Westminster
•

Profitability/Loss

Permissions &
Permits
Publicity

Exit Routes
Learning - Key
Success Factors

Learning - Issues to
Consider

•

•
•

and liability information would need to be displayed).
Income is generated from sessional charges paid by casual participants and also by court hire fees paid by clubs and for private
hire. At present, there are two sports clubs which hire the facility on a regular basis.
Usage of the beach court by clubs and programmed activities covers the cost of coaches and Academy Sport staff to check the
playing area on a regular basis. The facility is designed to breakeven. There is an agreement between Academy Sport and City of
Westminster that any loss is covered by the Local Authority.
Detailed financial information relating to the income and expenditure costs of the beach court was unavailable.
Planning permission was not required for this facility because the area was already being used for sport/physical activity.

• The facility has a website which is used to promote the facilities at the centre and promote the activities that take place on a
regular basis.
• Flyers and posters were produced to promote the new Beach Sport programme which is delivering coached and led session to
the community.
• The opening of the beach court received both online and print publicity
• Facility staff and coaches on-site provide information relating to local clubs and other relevant sports facilities (both on-site)
and nearby.
• Informal Participation & Programmed Activity: The facility is so flexible it can be used for a large number of activities.
There has been high demand for these facilities from local people for casual/fun use, as well as from sports clubs for formal
training sessions and matches.
• Co-location: Integration into a supervised site such as a school/ sports centre
• Location: The location of the facility is key to the success – it needs to be away from overhanging trees.
• Staff & Volunteers: It is important to have staff available to activate activity in the early stages so users can get the best
experience from the facility.
• The provision of fencing was also important in order to secure the court when not in use. The fencing provided is
approximately 6 meters in height, and surrounds three sides of the court (the forth side of the court backs onto the outside of
the school wall). There is an entry gate in the fencing which can also be secured with a padlock and key.
• Within an existing centre the security implications are likely to be lower than with a standalone beach facility. If located on a
school site, as in Westminster, the school would need to agree to open the facility on a regular basis and manage any bookings
or coached sessions. Most schools and centres have care takers or someone who is responsible for the buildings and areas
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Case Study 2.

Beach Court – Westminster

•
•
•
•

Reasons for
recommendation

•
•
•
•
•

Links to LLDC
Interim Use Strategy
Key Themes

Stakeholder
Workshop Feedback

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

outside of school hours. With a school it is usually recommended to have a community use agreement which sets out key
agreements/areas of responsibility, such as such as security and opening hours beyond the school day.
The facility will need to be checked on a regular basis to ensure it is safe, checking for glass, needles, rubbish and animal
droppings.
Covers can be purchased for this type of facility to avoid many of these issues.
The Westminster court does not have floodlights so in the winter months activity time is shortened as the nights get darker
earlier. This is something they would recommend considering with the development of a similar facility.
Depending on whether the facility is open to the public or secure will impact on running costs. For example an open beach court
facility would need to be checked on a daily basis by the park warden or care taker. With a closed or secure beach court, the
facility will need to have a point of contact for bookings and payments and someone to manage this. As with other similar
facilities, costs for replacing posts and nets will need to be covered if they get damaged.
The beach court facility is very flexible and versatile and offers a real opportunity to activate vacant space relatively simply.
The beach court can be used for a large number of different activities and therefore, provides a varied offer for visitors and can
be delivered to a wide range of user groups.
The facility can be used to deliver coaching session, group exercise/fitness classes as well as being available for private hire.
Once in place the facility is relatively low-cost and easy to maintain/manage.
The facility is fun to use and different – thus meeting key objectives of providing interim uses which are ‘distinct’, ‘varied’ and
‘innovative’.
Activation and animation of vacant space 
Encourages character 
Offers flexible solutions for timing and programme balance 
Promote the Park as a ‘world class’ destination 
Display market robustness
Community involvement and adaptation of spaces 
Improves legibility and mobility around the site
Builds value in the early phase 
In line with corporate policies and priorities 
Exciting, different, fun – ‘wow’ factor
Positive that it can be used for a wide range of different activities and can be used for both casual and club.
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Case Study 2.
Contact Information

Beach Court – Westminster
• Some concerns that it is ‘too niche’ and that there would be high maintenance costs – but overall, generally supportive.
Eugene Minogue – Westminster Sports Unit
Eugene.minogue@westminster.gov.uk
http://westminsteracademy.net/Academy-Sport.php
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Case study 2 – Beach Court – Westminster
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Case study 2 – Beach Court – Westminster
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Case Study 3 – Street Sports – Frontside Gardens, Hackney Wick
Introduction to Street Sports
3.20

The term ‘Street sports’ is used to describe a number of sports based in urban
environments. This term includes sports such as skateboarding, BMX, scooters, parkour
and free running. These sports have continued to grow in popularity and are part of the
youth culture in many communities as well as having a more formal sporting structure
such as clubs, coaches and competitions.
The choice of Street Sports as a case study

3.21

The following factors guided the choice of this initiative as one of the case studies:-

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

3.22

Flexible spatial requirements – bespoke street sports areas could be a minimal
size or they could be significant in size. Street sports do not have a ‘facility’ size
that is already determined.

Variable lifespan – street sports areas could be designed to have a short or
longer term lifespan depending on the nature of the construction such as the
choice of materials.
Variable construction requirements – street sports areas could be designed
with fairly straightforward constriction requirements or they could be specialist
facilities requiring expert design and construction. In particular, the Frontside
Gardens case was particularly of interest, given that it has been constructed from
re-claimed materials.

A static facility – this type of facility is designed to remain in a fixed location
unless it includes ramps and equipment which are mobile and can be transported
to different areas.

Provision for a range of different street sports – many of the elements of a
street sports facility can be used by the different disciplines.

Activities for young people and young adults – this facility is most likely to
appeal to local young people, some of whom are unlikely to be interested in
‘traditional’ sports.

Opportunities for informal participation - this facility is most likely to be used
for unstructured, casual playing opportunities although there is the potential for
coaching clinics and courses and links to competitive opportunities. It is likely to
have a strong social, friendship element helping to create a core of loyal users.

The benefits of a street sports facility for the interim usage of QEOP could be as follows:•

•

The potentially small amount of space required and the minimal revenue
implications as a result of the volunteer contributions make it good value for
money and more likely to be sustained and provide a means of community
engagement.
This type of facility could generate high demand in particular from young people
and young adults
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•
•
3.23

The nature of the facility means that it could be used flexibly for a range of street
sports activities on an informal basis.
The facility could provide a range of sporting and social experiences for young
people which are fun, exciting and fit into the youth culture.

However, there are a number of issues to be considered:
•

•

Street sports facilities have the potential to be viewed as areas for anti-social
behaviour but as the case study has shown, initial support may need to be given to
local volunteers to develop well-run, self-contained street sports facilities which
will then mitigate these fears and provide positive experiences for the whole
community.

The security of the facility needs to be considered if it is in an open, unmanaged
location as it would need to have regular safety inspections.
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Case Study 3

Street Sports: Frontside Gardens Skate Park – Hackney Wick

Project Overview

• Frontside Gardens was chosen by LLDC and Tower Hamlets Borough Council as the winners of a competition to make use of a
temporary site in Hackney Wick.
• The project has reactivated an unused space, using reclaimed and waste materials to become a flexible event space for family
use and has been built by Andrew Willis of Frontside, with local volunteers assisting periodically.
• The initial developments have developed the site into a skate park. However, there are plans to expand the facilities on-site –
see below.
• The skate park facility can be used by BMX riders, scooter riders and skate boarders. Programmed sessions are provided,
which include specific session times for each of the user groups as well as open sessions for all users to participate together.
• The construction of the project is on-going, but the majority is now completed. There are several ramps and other facilities for
skateboarders, BMX riders and scooters to practice and learn new skills. There is also a flexible area which has not been built
on and is used for a range of activities.
• The opening event held in September 2012 linked to the Hackney Wick Festival; a free community event, celebrating London's
most creative district. The opening weekend saw over 100 people visit the facility – with the majority of parents staying to
watch, whilst their children used the park. Hackney Wick Festival covered the cost of providing free workshops for participants
with professional skateboarders and scooterers.
• Conversations are taking place with local partners about opening a café on the site and also about using the site to display work
from local artists.
• The summer months of 2013 will be key to making this facility sustainable long-term. Future ideas include; using the site to
deliver regular music entertainment, an open air cinema, Christmas markets etc.
• The majority of users are aged between 15-26 years. The younger age group tend to be skateboarders while BMX activities tend
to attract young people aged 20+ years. The majority of the users are male, but females have also used the park to scooter. 85
people signed up as members of the skatepark, and another 45 requested to receive details of other uses of the site coming up
in the future – with many from the E9 postcode area.
• Feedback from the site indicates that circa 35% of the users are under 16 years and that the park has also been popular with
young adults (18-25), and a surprising amount of older males who have found it an unintimidating place to get back on their
board or bike etc. There are two local teenage girls who have been using the site regularly. Frontside have therefore been in
contact with Girls UK Skate Association about running an event to attract more females.
• Andrew Willis owner of Frontside Ltd was the initiator of the project.

User Groups

Initiator
Project Team

• Frontside Ltd, their network of friends and supporting organisations
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Case Study 3

Street Sports: Frontside Gardens Skate Park – Hackney Wick

Project Duration

• Two months - Frontside were awarded the space to build the facility in July 2012. The skate park opened in September 2012,
site development is on-going
• The materials to build the skate park were free of charge through donations and using reclaimed and recycled materials from
building sites, demolition sites, waste management companies and local industry.
• The project was given material by LOCOG which had previously been used on Horse Guards Parade for the beach volleyball
court facility for the London 2012 Olympic Games. A high proportion of the metal, wood, stone and plastics acquired were from
Olympic Venues including the beach volleyball and Samsung sponsors pavilion. However, reuse is one step better, as it doesn’t
require the time, energy and money often required to move, break up, clean and then manufacture recycled materials.
• Potted trees and flowering plants have been donated to the project by a number of groups including Victoria Park and the
Hackney Marshes tree nursery.
• At present the park is run by volunteers therefore reducing operating costs to zero. There are no costs at present to use the
park.
• There are approximately 20 volunteers that want to be involved in the project. A number of whom are young people from the
local area. Some examples of the volunteers are:
 Reuben – 16: Confident young lad, skateboards, did a cooking qualification at school, asked if he could help start up a café.
 Orphea – 21: So excited about the thought of outdoor cinema, in regular contact with Andrew at Frontside, wants to help
out.
 Dane – 19: Graphic designer who lives locally; skates, and has been turning up every day, he is interested in being the first
site supervisor and is going to attend a fist aid course.
• n/a

Capital Costs

Revenue Costs

Profitability/Loss
Permissions &
Permits
Publicity
Exit Routes
Learning - Key
Success Factors

• Frontside Ltd have a temporary lease and contract for the site. They were required to apply for planning permission in order to
develop the site further. They also hold a premise licence with covers them for holding events and playing music.

• Flyers were produced to promote the Open Weekend to local people. Plus volunteers have also used word of mouth in the local
area increase awareness within the local community.
• Links have been made with Tower Hamlets BMX club who supported the launch event and Victoria Park skate park user group
who set up a positive graffiti project in the facility.
• Community Engagement: The open day event engaged lots of people from the local community as families, groups of friends
as well as individuals.
• Community Engagement: The park was designed and marketed in such a way that it would attract young people from the
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Case Study 3

Street Sports: Frontside Gardens Skate Park – Hackney Wick

•
•

Learning - Issues to
Consider

•
•

Reasons for
Recommendation

•
•
•
•

local communities. Even though these activities typically attract more males than females; a number of young women and girls
attended the launch event and have since returned. A targeted women and girls programme is being considered as a way of
engaging more female participants.
Other: Importance of local partnerships - Frontside made contact with Tower Hamlets BMX club who supported the launch
event and Victoria Park skate park user group who set up a positive graffiti project in the facility.
Other: Links have also been made with Public Works who are engaged in an number of projects including working with
Architecture students to learn more about recycling and reclamation of materials, and understanding about designing and
building facilities such as this. Frontside are also engaged with Wick Curiosity Book Shop who are using the site to park their
vehicle.
The project is delivered entirely by volunteers meaning the park is only open when volunteers are available.
As an outdoor facility, it will always provide challenges with the changing weather. The facility cannot be used in wet weather;
skate boarders need the surfaces to be completely dry before they can take part.
The project illustrates a low-cost activation of vacant space using re-claimed material.
The project demonstrates positive community engagement – via links with local events and organisations and also the
engagement of local residents as volunteers to build local ownership.
The project has been a huge hit with young people in the area providing them with positive activities on a regular basis – with
local people expressing demand for more local facilities such as this.
The project provides participants with opportunities to take part in a number of different skate activities either on a casual
basis or via the programmed sessions.
Activation and animation of vacant space 
Encourages character 
Offers flexible solutions for timing and programme balance 
Promote the Park as a ‘world class’ destination
Display market robustness 
Community involvement and adaptation of spaces 
Improves legibility and mobility around the site
Builds value in the early phase
In line with corporate policies and priorities 

Links to LLDC
Interim Use Strategy
Key Themes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stakeholder

• Very positive feedback - facility likely to attract and provide a focal point for young people.
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Case Study 3

Street Sports: Frontside Gardens Skate Park – Hackney Wick

Workshop Feedback

• Able to be used by lots of people at any one time.
• Seen as high demand and low maintenance.
Andrew Willis – Frontside Gardens
andrew@frontside.org.uk
http://www.frontside.org.uk/frontside-gardens.html

Contact Information
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Case Study 3 – Frontside Gardens Skate Park – Hackney Wick
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Case Study 3 – Frontside Gardens Skate Park – Hackney Wick
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Case Studies 4 and 5 – Pensioner’s Playground –Manchester and Hyde Park, London
Introduction to Pensioners’ Playgrounds
3.24

A pensioners’ playground is an outdoor gym usually located in a public park. It typically
consists of a bespoke area with low impact outdoor gym equipment suitable for older
adults. It is often seen as having a positive health benefit by helping to keep older people
more active by preventing the onset of such conditions as dementia, diabetes,
osteoporosis, depression and heart disease.
The choice of Pensioners’ playgrounds as a case study

3.25

3.26

The concept of a pensioner’s playground is relatively new in the UK but it is now starting
to be seen as a valuable part of the development of public parks and open spaces.
Formerly, active spaces in public parks were often seen as catering more for children,
families and younger adults than for older people. These two case studies have,
therefore, been included to make sure that consideration is given to the development of
physical activity opportunities specifically for older people in QEOP.
The following factors influenced the choice of these facilities as the two case studies:-

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
3.27

Variable spatial requirements – the pensioners’ playgrounds could be small,
medium or large areas depending on how many items of outdoor gym equipment
are provided and how much space is available.
Medium term lifespan – The outdoor gym equipment is designed to last for
between 10-15 years.
Straightforward construction requirements – pensioners’ playgrounds are
relatively straightforward and quick to construct, especially with the use of a
specialist company to carry out the installation of the equipment.
A static facility – this facility is designed to remain in a fixed location

Provision for a range of different exercises – the pensioners’ playgrounds are
able to provide equipment for a number of different health benefits and have the
potential to be linked into other initiatives on QEOP such as walking routes.

Activities for older adults – this facility is most likely to appeal to older people,
including local residents.

Opportunities for informal participation - this facility is most likely to be used
on an informal, casual basis by older people.

The benefits of the pensioners’ playground for the interim usage of QEOP could be as
follows:•

•
•

The amount of space required for the pensioners’ playgrounds could be either
minimal or larger depending on the amount of space available.
The minimal revenue implications make it a sustainable facility

The case studies have demonstrated that this type of facility is able to attract older
people on a regular basis if the right level of support and promotion is in place.
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•
3.28

There are opportunities to sign-post users to other exercise related activities at
the permanent built facilities within the QEOP.

However, there are a number of issues to be considered:
•

•

There is a risk that the usage of these playgrounds might be relatively low. The
case studies show that pensioners’ playgrounds enjoy higher usage if staff are
available to carry out regular induction sessions on site and to link the facility into
initiatives run by other partners such as health promotion programmes.
There are concerns about the risk of injury that need to be addressed although
there was no evidence in the case studies that any older adults had been injured
whilst using the equipment. Measures need to be considered such as regular
inductions, clear instructions on how to use the equipment and the choice of
appropriate, robust pieces of equipment.
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Case Study 4

Pensioner’s Playground – Dam Head Park, Manchester

Project Overview

• Playground targeting older residents located in Damhead Park in Blackley, Northern Manchester.
• The Facility contains five stations of exercise/ play equipment, some of which are multifunctional. The facility is not fenced
from the rest of the park but is all on a concrete surface and linked by footpaths.
• Equipment is clustered together, creating the appearance of a playground and is overlooked by one small bench. Each station is
supported by signage outlining how the equipment should be used and benefits that performing the exercises should achieve.
Many of these benefits are tailored to the target market, for example that use of the bench stepper will reduce the risk of falling.
• Station suitable for wheelchair users.
• Situated adjacent to children’s play area with the intention of encouraging grandparents to use equipment while supervising
grandchildren.
• Small area approximately 0.02ha (200m2).
• Expected lifespan 10-15 years.
• Target market is adults aged 60+. The chosen equipment is tailored specifically for exercising this age group.
• Station suitable for wheelchair users.
• Situated adjacent to children’s play area with the intention of encouraging grandparents to use equipment while supervising
grandchildren.
• The facilities are available to use free of charge on a casual/informal basis for park users
• Use is predominantly by local residents aged 60+.
• Damhead Residents Association

User Groups

Initiator
Project Team
Project Duration

Capital Costs

• Manchester City Council. Groundwork and installation carried out by the City Council Parks team. Equipment was supplied by
two suppliers - : Playworld Systems and Wicksteed.
• 12 month preparation and development phase
• Opened January 2008.
• Expected lifespan circa 10 – 15 years
• £15k (2008). The Council however believe this to be a low cost estimate due to the fact that it was the first facility in the
country and also as they purchased play equipment at the same time. If purchased today, it is likely, that the costs would be
more in line with those paid for the Hyde Park scheme (see below). All companies providing such equipment supply a bespoke
quote depending upon the equipment, surfacing and landscaping work required. Different suppliers offer varying costs
depending upon the actual machines selected.
• Installation and ground preparation was undertaken by Manchester City Council and so was not included within the Parks
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Case Study 4
Revenue Costs
Profitability/Loss
Permissions &
Permits
Publicity
Exit Routes

Learning - Key
Success Factors

Learning - Issues to
Consider

Pensioner’s Playground – Dam Head Park, Manchester
budget.
• Manchester City Council maintains the facility to the same specification as a play area and as part of their overall play area
budget. Costs are lower than play areas due to lack of safety surfacing and fencing. Estimate £3k per annum general
maintenance
• n/a
• Planning Permission for the facility was not sought as there was no change of use. As landowner, Manchester City Council
installed the equipment.

• There was significant international, national and local publicity as the first such scheme in the UK. Awareness was therefore
high amongst residents. The facility is referenced on the Council website.
• There are no known organised groups that use the facility, although links have been made with a range of local organisations
including Northwards Housing Trust highlighting the availability of the facility to tenants, and reference to the facility at Ward
Committee Meetings. The City Council suggest that this is perhaps one of the missed opportunities with the facility – see notes
below re Ladyburn Park.

• Community Engagement: The project sought to engage the local community throughout design and delivery. In particular
early interest and demand from local community saw residents taking a lead and driving the provision of the facilities.
• Location: Due to natural surveillance, there is a high level of awareness within local community. The playground is situated
away from facilities for teenagers/young people and in close proximity to the site entrance, car parking and public transport
routes. The pensioner’s playground is directly adjacent to one of the access points and circa 10 - 15m from the main car park.
The surrounding housing is on the opposite side of the road – see photo below, whilst the children’s playground is located circa
20m away from the Pensioner’s Playground.
• Ancillary Equipment: Inclusion of seating / benches – encourage social element of facility. Small banks of seating (as opposed
to picnic tables etc) thought to discourage misuse
• Other: Concrete foundations / safety surfacing (not grass to avoid wear and tear).
• Implications for health and safety. Liability implications of encouraging older residents who are perhaps more vulnerable to
injury to use the exercise equipment
• Use of facility by non-target groups and impact on target users
• Whilst the facility is well used, it is felt (by Manchester City Council) that opportunities to maximise the benefits have perhaps
been missed. As a result, alongside the new facility at Ladybarn Park, a walking circuit has been provided. This sets markers
around the park every 200m to encourage walking alongside use of the new facility. Additionally, a park ‘Fit and Fun’ day was
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Pensioner’s Playground – Dam Head Park, Manchester

•

Reasons for
Recommendation

•

•
•
•

Links to LLDC
Interim Use Strategy
Key Themes

Stakeholder

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

held by the Ladybarn Friends Group which as well as being a fun day with stalls and entertainment, introduced people to the
new opportunities in the park. Early indications suggest that this is proving to be very popular and is particularly meeting the
needs of the local Asian population. The City Council indicate that they intend to ensure that any future facilities are provided in
partnership with other agencies to enhance the value of the facility. They highlight strong links for example with the work of
the PCT, who promote physical activity and suggest that organised activities, perhaps linked with health walks etc would
maximise usage. Early indications of the Ladybarn Park facility suggest to them that this would be even more successful.
The Dam Head Park facility in Manchester has not been fenced and this has not resulted in any particular problems/issues. In
fact, the second facility provided in Manchester within Ladybarn Park (detailed above) replicates this model. One of the main
reasons for this decision is that it is more cost effective. However, it is a point to consider, as dog mess could be a problem in
some areas, and this is the primary reason why most children’s play areas are fenced.
The case study was selected, given its focus on a distinct target market – one which is different to most other sport/leisure
facilities. Provision which considers the 60+ market is particularly important in times of an increasingly ageing population and
also links to wider agenda issues around health improvement.
The case study was also selected, due to its popularity/success in attracting users and its success in building links between
generations.
The case study illustrates a successful activation of a small space (circa 0.02 ha)
The project also provides an example of successful community engagement through early consultation and involvement with
local residents.
The project provides offers the opportunity for active involvement by park users – throughout the year.
Activation and animation of vacant space 
Encourages character 
Offers flexible solutions for timing and programme balance 
Promote the Park as a ‘world class’ destination
Display market robustness
Community involvement and adaptation of spaces 
Improves legibility and mobility around the site 
Builds value in the early phase
In line with corporate policies and priorities 

• Mixed feedback - seen as popular, health benefits and good means of engaging this target group in informal exercise – as nonPage 31
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Pensioner’s Playground – Dam Head Park, Manchester

Workshop Feedback

threatening, easy to access and potential to link to health walks etc.
• Some of the workshop attendees expressed concerns over the potential use by non-target group visitors – However, this has
not been a major problem/issue in either the Hyde Park or Manchester examples.
• Some workshop attendees also made suggestions for more ‘general’ outdoor gym facilities rather than those suitable for 60+
age group only. General outdoor gym facilities are of course valuable too and worth considering – but did not form part of the
case studies researched for this project.
Kylie Ward – Manchester City Council

Contact Information

k.ward@manchester.gov.uk

http://www.manchester.gov.uk/directory_record/55037/
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Case Study 5

Pensioner’s Playground – Hyde Park, London

Project Overview

• Playground targeting residents aged 60+ located in Hyde Park, London.
• The Facility contains six pieces of equipment to help users improve core strength, flexibility and balance. Equipment has been
selected to ensure that a high level of accessibility, ease of use and enjoyment.
• The facilities are available to use free of charge on a casual/informal basis for park users
• Soon after the installation of the equipment, park sports development workers provided induction sessions for users.
• Small area approximately 0.0125ha (125m2) within bowling and tennis enclosure.
• The facility is adjacent to a park café and toilets and is visible from the Tennis and Bowls Centres. There are also park rangers
and sports development representatives working within the park.
• Expected lifespan 10-15 years.
• The target age group for this facility is 60+ and equipment and facility location was designed with this in mind.
• The aim of the facility was to cater for existing users of the Bowls and Tennis Centre and also attract new users – to
encourage exercise and activity for older residents as well as providing a social experience.
• The facility is predominantly viewed as a local facility for local residents (and was provided in an attempt to encourage these
groups back to the park) it was also hoped that the facility would also be used by visitors to the park.
• Anecdotal evidence suggests that during summer peak period (following the official launch) between 12 -18 visitors were
making use of the facility each day. Between 5-10 regular visitors per day are making use of the facility during winter.
• Knightsbridge Residents Association

User Groups

Initiator
Project Team
Project Duration
Capital Costs
Revenue Costs
Profitability/Loss
Permissions & Permits

• Royal Parks - developed and designed in conjunction with the Knightsbridge Residents Association. Equipment provided by
Komplan.
• Lead in time - 18 month preparation and development phase including a feasibility study
• Facility opened May 2012 - expected lifespan circa 10 – 15 years
• £50k excluding landscaping.

• Included within Royal Parks maintenance budget. Maintained as play area with daily, weekly and annual inspections.
Revenue spend is between £32 – 65 per week (£1600 - £3300 per annum).
• n/a - The pensioner’s playground is free to access.

• Planning permission was applied for to Westminster City Council. Particular challenges were experienced around providing
this type of facility within a historic landscape.
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Pensioner’s Playground – Hyde Park, London

Publicity

• There was significant international, national and local publicity like in Manchester several years previous. Since this, there
has been relatively limited work undertaken on building awareness and increasing use, although it is anticipated that this
will be considered next year to re-energise the facility. The facility is referenced on the park website. Following early
feedback, improved signage was also installed into the park and it is anticipated that this will be developed further next year.

Exit Routes
Learning - Key Success
Factors

• The facility’s proximity to the bowling and tennis centre provides opportunities for users to participate in more than one
•

•
Learning - Issues to
Consider

•
•

Reasons for
Recommendation

•

activity and some discounts have been run at the bowling centre on the back of the creation of the new facility.
Location: the location of the facility is particularly important. The chosen site has been successful as it is: –
 Located within the existing bowls and tennis enclosure – therefore presenting clear opportunities for cross-usage
and access to ancillary facilities - with entry to the facility through the pavilion building where there are toilets and
cafes.
 Close to the access point, (Pavilion) and its associated facilities – this has increased footfall
 Close to the road and London transport networks including: Knightsbridge Tube Station – which is circa 10 minutes
walk away, 5 minutes from Kensington Road bus route and adjacent pay and display parking bays.
 The site is accessed from a level pathway that connects the pavilion building and the eastern end of the bowls and
tennis centre.
 Close to the existing children’s play area
 Visible from the road and therefore natural surveillance (this also encourages new users)
 Natural shade provided from the trees to the south;
 The facility blends in well with the landscaping.
Community Engagement: Feedback from the Royal Parks, managers of Hyde Park, relating to the impact of the facility is
positive. It was suggested that: “It has been successful….. If the facility is carefully thought out and opportunities are fully
explored, it will offer residents an opportunity to get fit and to be outdoors and will be of benefit to the community”.
There have been some issues with the need to replace parts – this has predominantly occurred due to heavy use following
initial installation.
Signage is essential for several purposes - raising awareness of the facility, promoting correct use of equipment (and
providing a disclaimer over use) – health and safety. Also in terms of controlling the use of the facility and managing the
expectations of users. Issues were experienced with use of the facility by younger children. Putting signage up outlining the
target age ranges has meant that park wardens are able to control usage by referring users to the signage
The case study was selected, given its focus on a distinct target market – one which is different to most other sport/leisure
facilities. Provision which considers the 60+ market is particularly important in times of an increasingly ageing population
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Links to LLDC Interim
Use Strategy Key
Themes

Stakeholder Workshop
Feedback

Contact Information

Pensioner’s Playground – Hyde Park, London
and also links to wider agenda issues around health improvement.
• The project also provides an example of successful community engagement. This project included a feasibility study in order
to determine what facilities were required, evidence support and to help eliminate potential issues re the location. Extensive
consultation was carried out with local organisations, including: The Knightsbridge Association; Representatives from the
Westminster Ward; Voluntary Action Westminster; Church St Neighbourhood Management; The Management Team at The
Royal Parks; Age Concern London, Age Concern Westminster; Steve Riley, Will to Win.
• The case study illustrates a successful activation of a small space (circa 0.0125 ha).
• The project provides offers the opportunity for active involvement by park users – throughout the year.
• Activation and animation of vacant space 
• Encourages character 
• Offers flexible solutions for timing and programme balance 
• Promote the Park as a ‘world class’ destination
• Display market robustness
• Community involvement and adaptation of spaces 
• Improves legibility and mobility around the site 
• Builds value in the early phase
• In line with corporate policies and priorities 
• Mixed feedback - seen as popular, health benefits and good means of engaging this target group in informal exercise – as
non-threatening, easy to access and potential to link to health walks etc.
•
Some of the workshop attendees expressed concerns over the potential use by non-target group visitors – However, this has
not been a major problem/issue in either the Hyde Park or Manchester examples.
•
Some workshop attendees also made suggestions for more ‘general’ outdoor gym facilities rather than those suitable for 60+
age group only. General outdoor gym facilities are of course valuable too and worth considering – but did not form part of
the case studies researched for this project.
Emily Alleway – Royal Parks
ealleway@royalparks.gsi.gov.uk
http://www.royalparks.org.uk/parks/hyde-park/facilities-in-hyde-park/hyde-park-senior-playground
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Case Studies 6 and 7 – Sports Barns – Trafford and Blackpool
Introduction to Sports Barns
3.29

There is no single definition of a sports barn. Projects throughout England have shown
that a sports barn can be developed in a number of ways. This ranges from an open
access artificial turf area with fencing and a roof that can be used in all weather
conditions, day or night, 365 days a year to a small supervised basic indoor sports hall
with a small reception area and changing rooms.
The choice of Sports Barns as a case study

3.30

3.31

The concept of a sports barn was chosen as a case study because it offered a different
approach to taking part in sport on QEOP, in a much less formal way especially for local
young people including girls and young women. It was recognised that it was more
difficult to engage girls and young women in sport in an outdoor setting especially
during the winter months. The two case studies chosen offer two very different models
of the sports barn concept.
The following factors influenced the choice of the Trafford Sports Barn as one of the two
case studies:•
•
•

•
•

•

•
3.32

Medium spatial requirements – this facility would take up the area of a four
court badminton hall plus space for a small reception area and storage area

Medium to longer term lifespan – The sports barn is expected to have a lifetime
of at least 20 years

More specialist construction requirements – the construction would be
relatively straightforward but is one of the largest construction projects out of all
the case studies in this report
A static facility – this facility is designed to remain in a fixed location

Provision for a range of different sports–this facility offers a wide range of
indoor sports for both male and female participants all year round regardless of
the weather.

Activities for children and young people – this facility has been managed so
that it is most likely to appeal to local young people. It is particularly well-suited to
engaging young women in traditional sports, exercise classes and dance sessions.

Opportunities for formal participation - this facility is most likely to be used on
a formal basis by young people for regular classes and sessions.

The following factors influenced the choice of the Blackpool Sports Barn as one of the
two case studies:•

•

Modest medium spatial requirements – this facility takes up the area of a Multi
Use Games Area less than similar facilities as it does not provide changing rooms
or a reception area.

Medium to longer term lifespan – The sports barn is expected to have a lifetime
of at least 20 years
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•
•
•
•
•

Specialist construction requirements – The construction of this type of facility
is relatively straightforward for a specialist company
A static facility – this facility is designed to remain in a fixed location

Provision for a range of different sports– a wide range of activities and sports
can be played informally in this area

Activities for young people – this facility is most likely to appeal to local children
and young people

Opportunities for informal participation - this facility is most likely to be used
on an informal, drop-in, casual basis by young people.

Summary of the findings of the case studies
3.33
3.34

The two case studies provide the detail, learning and findings of this initiative as well as
the links to the LLDC Interim uses strategy. This section aims to pull this information
together as a summary.
The benefits of the Trafford sports barn model for the interim usage of QEOP could be as
follows:•

•
•
•

3.35

It is successful in engaging girls and young women in playing sport if the right
activities, staff and sessions are in place.

It has the potential to create a sense of ownership in the local community
especially amongst young people
The facility has the potential to be managed so that it breaks even or makes a
small deficit

There are opportunities to sign-post users to other exercise related activities at
the permanent built facilities within the QEOP.

However, there are a number of issues to be considered relating to the Trafford Sports
barn case study:
•

•

•

There is a risk that the facility might duplicate or compete with the existing sports
facilities in QEOP. It would be important to carry out a feasibility study in order to
establish its role within the Park for young people, especially girls and young
women

Concerns would need to be addressed about the perception of this type of facility
by the local community so that local people felt that this was an additional
resource for them and not a way of discouraging them from using the iconic sports
facilities in QEOP.
The financial risk would need to be considered as this type of facility would need
to be staffed, maintained and would incur running costs such as heating and
lighting. The issue of demand and income generation would need to be included in
the proposed feasibility study and would need to take into account the low income
levels of many families and young people living in the neighbouring boroughs.
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•

3.36

The benefits of the Blackpool sports barn model for the interim usage of QEOP could be
as follows:•

•
•
•

•

•
3.37

The case study shows that this type of facility works best when it is located next to
other community facilities in order to create ‘synergy’. The feasibility study should
identify whether potential locations would be able to offer these positive links
with the community.
It is successful in engaging young people in playing sport informally on a casual,
drop-in basis.

It addresses the ‘cost’ barrier for taking part in sport as it is open access and free
of charge

It has the potential to create a sense of ownership in the local community
especially amongst young people

The facility has minimal running costs as there are no heating requirements,
minimum lighting costs and the staffing requirements could consist of general
cleaning and safety checks

The facility could be managed in a flexible way to provide informal drop-in use,
linked to an outreach programme offering more formal sports sessions or even
linked to a booking system offering regular slots to groups or local clubs.
There are opportunities to sign-post users to other sport related activities at the
permanent built facilities within the QEOP.

However, there are a number of issues to be considered relating to the Blackpool Sports
barn case study:
•

•
•

•

The type of surface may determine the nature of the sports played in this facility.
The case study shows that the artificial surface is most popular for outdoor sports
such as football and attracts mainly male users. Additional outreach work would
need to be carried out to promote the use of the facility for other sports and by
other users such as girls and young women.

The case study shows that this type of facility also works best when it is located
next to other community facilities in order to create ‘synergy’.

Concerns would need to be addressed about the perception of this type of facility
by the local community so that local people felt that this was an additional
resource for them and was not a way of discouraging them from using the iconic
sports facilities in QEOP.
Evidence is not yet available that the local community would be interested in
taking over the running of this facility in spite of positive encouragement from the
local authority. This may affect the long term sustainability of this facility.
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Case Study 6

Sports Barn – Trafford

Project Overview

• Sports Barn - single court sports hall with a small reception and storage area. Fixed brick construction up-to circa 2 metres with
cladding above.
• Single court sports hall (4 badminton courts – circa 34.5 x 20.0 x 7.5 m)
• The facilities are available for use on a casual and programmed community use basis, with sports activities available including
aerobics, yoga, keep-fit, dance, badminton, netball, 5-aside football/futsal, basketball, indoor cricket, volleyball.
• The Sports Barn is adjoined to a Youth Centre so that toilets and changing rooms can be shared (although few users make use of
the changing facilities) and located next to a housing estate. In addition to the Barn, the site also includes a small floodlit 3G allweather pitch (2 x 7a-side football pitches) and 2 floodlit multi-use games areas (MUGAs).
• The Sports Barn has broad-spread appeal across the local community – attracting circa 40,000 attendances per annum.
• In particular, the facility has been successful in attracting females. The females use the Barn for a variety of activities including
aerobics, fitness/keep-fit and dance on a casual basis. The programme at the Barn also includes a ladies only session where
participants take part in a range of activities such as badminton, netball, keep fit and team games. The facility is also used by
girls playing football and cricket and a variety of activities at the Friday Night ‘Urban Leisure’ sessions which are for young
people. The Barn is also being used for ‘Back to…’ and ‘Get into…’ sports sessions – such as netball.
• Trafford MBC/ Trafford Community Leisure Trust/Manchester United & Barclays Spaces for Sport

User Groups

Initiator
Project Team
Project Duration
Capital Costs
Revenue Costs
Profitability/Loss

Permissions &
Permits
Publicity

• Led by Chief Executive from Trafford Community Leisure Trust, supported by Facilities Director, Manchester United. Designs
prepared by Fairhurst Design Group; Trafford Council Architect.
• Lead in time - 6 months from funding approval
• Opened in 2005 (expected lifespan circa 20 years)
• £600k funded via grant from Barclays Spaces for Sport

• £82k per annum – includes premises, overheads, utilities and staffing - the facility is run on a day-to-day basis by 1 member of
staff during the day till 4pm and then by 2 members of staff from 4pm-10pm and at weekends).

• The facility operates on a break-even/small deficit basis. In 2011/12 the Centre generated approximately £75,000 income

resulting in a small loss of just under £5,000. Trafford Community Leisure Trust funds this from activities and initiatives in
other parts of the organisation.
• Planning permission was required and granted from Trafford MBC. The project had to overcome planning objections, as it was
built on open space, alongside a Youth Centre. The floodlights on the adjacent all weather pitch (which were secured and
developed at the same time as part of further funding) have restrictions of use until 10pm.
• Website, local advertising
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Sports Barn – Trafford

Exit Routes

• Facility staff and sessional coaches on-site provide information relating to local clubs and other relevant sports facilities (both
on-site) and nearby.
• Links to other Sports facilities/programmes, clubs provided within the Trafford area.
• In addition to the Barn the site also includes a small floodlit 3G all-weather pitch (2 x 7a-side football pitches), 2 floodlit multiuse games areas (MUGAs) and a youth centre.
Learning - Key
• Community Engagement: The local community see the Sports Barn as their facility. The key success in terms of community
Success Factors
engagement – has been by delivering on promises. In addition, staff recruited to work at the facility are local people.
• Informal Participation & Programmed Activity: The varied activity programme and affordable prices charged have been
important factors in encouraging community usage.
• Co-location: The provision of the 3G Pitch and MUGAs next to the sports barn have been useful for extending the range of
activities. For example Street Cricket has become really popular in the area and the MUGAs as well as indoor are being used by
the locals.
• Co-location: Close proximity to housing.
Learning - Issues to • Financial sustainability/model needs to be carefully considered so that the facility is affordable but does not generate a large
Consider
deficit. (This facility operates on a break-even/small deficit basis)
• Query extent to which it fits the ‘interim use’ category – expected lifespan circa 20 years.
Reasons for
• The project also provides an example of successful community engagement through early consultation and the involvement of
Recommendation
local residents as staff members. Feedback from project staff suggested that its success is because: ‘The community see it as
their facility…… The staff are local people. ………the key success has been about community engagement – making it meaningful,
delivering on promises and always listening to what they want rather than giving them what we think they want’.
• The Barn provides a distinct offer, which has been particularly successful in attracting local residents as users – particularly
females. In addition, it has played a significant part in helping reducing crime and anti-social behaviour in the area. Young
people have somewhere to go and the Centre welcomes them – even giving them facilities free of charge if they are not being
used – to ensure they see the Barn as theirs.
• The Barn has been identified as a good practice example by the Football Foundation. A Female Participation project in the area
was also seen as a model of best practice and was highlighted by the Local Government Association. The Barn was also
highlighted at the recent National Culture Forum.
• The project provides offers the opportunity for active involvement of park visitors throughout the year.
Links to LLDC
• Activation and animation of vacant space 
Interim Use Strategy • Encourages character
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Sports Barn – Trafford

Key Themes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stakeholder
Workshop Feedback

• Mixed feedback – a positive addition if it is available free of charge, open access and complements other existing or planned
facilities.
• Concerns that it will duplicate provision provided on-site by the existing Copper Box facility. Plus some concerns that local
people may be forced out of the iconic facilities into this more ‘basic’ sports facility.
Bernie Jones – Trafford Community Leisure Trust
bernie.jones@traffordleisure.co.uk
http://www.traffordleisure.co.uk/centres/old-trafford-sports-barn/

Contact Information

Offers flexible solutions for timing and programme balance 
Promote the Park as a ‘world class’ destination
Display market robustness
Community involvement and adaptation of spaces 
Improves legibility and mobility around the site
Builds value in the early phase
In line with corporate policies and priorities 
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Case Study 7

Sports Barn – Blackpool

Project Overview

• The Sports Barn was constructed together with a Children’s Centre and GP Surgery.
• Constructed as a Multi-Use Games Area with rubber crumb surface, wire mesh fence with roof Sports Barn (37m x18.5m).
• Facility available for mainly casual use, plus some programmed sessions led by Local Authority Community Outreach team and
Football Club Outreach Team.
• Multi-sport usage including activities such as football, basketball, dodgeball and running.
• The Sports Barn is predominantly utilised for informal activities/sports and is available to use on an open access basis.
• The facility attracts circa 10,000 attendances per annum.
• The main use is by children/young people; with casual use largely by 14-16 year olds and programmed outreach sessions
accessed by 8-13 year olds. The facility is mainly used by males.
• Blackpool Council

User Groups

Initiator
Project Team
Project Duration
Capital Costs
Revenue Costs

Profitability/Loss
Permissions &
Permits
Publicity
Exit Routes
Learning - Key
Success Factors

• Led by Blackpool Council. Bespoke design by Cass Associates
• Lead in time - 18 months from funding approval

• Opened in 2007 (expected lifespan circa 20 years)

• £500k funded via grant from Sport England – Active England Funding

• The facility is managed by the Neighbourhood Management Team – built into the role of an existing staff member.
• Maintenance costs met by Blackpool City Council
• Estimated costs of circa £10,000 per annum to run outreach programme and £10,000 per annum on maintenance to include
floodlights, cleaning, insurance and a small contingency.
• The facility is free to use and therefore does not generate income. The costs of operating the facility are met by Blackpool
Council.
• Planning permission was required and granted from Blackpool Council - restrictions re: use of floodlighting are a condition
with use allowed until 9.30pm.
• Local advertising

• Links to other Sports facilities/programmes and clubs provided within the Blackpool via outreach work and sessional coaches.

• Co-location: The sports barn is located in close proximity to housing and other public facilities including a Children’s Centre
and GP Surgery, therefore the facility is easily accessible and well known amongst local residents.
• Informal Participation & Programmed Activity: The open access nature of the site, which has ‘had a very big impact on social
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Sports Barn – Blackpool

•
Learning - Issues to •
Consider
•

Reasons for
Recommendation

Links to LLDC
Interim Use Strategy
Key Themes

Stakeholder
Workshop Feedback

Contact Information

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

inclusion….it has given young people a space’
Ancillary Equipment: The provision of floodlighting which allows usage until 9.30pm
Financial sustainability/model needs to be carefully considered. (This facility is free to use and therefore does not generate
income. The costs of operating the facility are met by Blackpool Council).
The Local Authority was keen for the community to take ownership of the facility but this has not really happened yet – it is still
reliant on input from the local authority. Needs more input – in terms of developing local volunteers, local capacity and
involvement/links with other sports organisations.
Query extent to which it fits the ‘interim use’ category – expected lifespan circa 20 years.
The Barn provides a distinct offer, which has made a positive impact in terms of social inclusion/engagement of young people
within an area of very high levels of deprivation.
The case study illustrates an open access facility which provides an important space for young people to play.
The project provides offers the opportunity for active involvement of park visitors throughout the year.
Activation and animation of vacant space 
Encourages character
Offers flexible solutions for timing and programme balance 
Promote the Park as a ‘world class’ destination
Display market robustness
Community involvement and adaptation of spaces 
Improves legibility and mobility around the site
Builds value in the early phase
In line with corporate policies and priorities 

• Mixed feedback – a positive addition if it is available free of charge, open access and complements other existing or planned
facilities.
• Concerns that it will duplicate provision provided on-site by the existing Copper Box facility. Plus some concerns that local
people may be forced out of the iconic facilities into this more ‘basic’ sports facility.
Chris Simcock – Blackpool City Council
chris.simcock@blackpool.gov.uk
http://www.sportblackpool.co.uk
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Case Study 8 – Sporting Ecosystem
3.38

3.39

3.40

The concept of a ‘sporting ecosystem’ has its roots in the definition of an environmental
ecosystem: ‘a system involving the interactions between a community of living
organisms in a particular area and its non-living environment’ (Collins dictionary).

The development of a sporting ecosystem in QEOP would aim to integrate local people,
park users, tourists and others into an infrastructure of sports facilities within the
environment of QEOP. This includes the development of the following three levels of
infrastructure within QEOP: firstly, informal spaces for sport, secondly, small and easy to
use sports facilities and finally, the more formal, specialist sports facilities. The aim of
this infrastructure is to enable the widest group of users as possible to take part in sport
in the QEOP. This concept aims to make this infrastructure of sports facilities as easy and
attractive to use as possible so that it supports people who plan to come to QEOP
specifically to use these facilities as well as those who decide to use these facilities on a
spontaneous, unplanned basis.
This concept can therefore, be used as a checklist to make sure that the sporting
infrastructure in QEOP is accessible to people of all ages and abilities and supports their
involvement in sport on their own terms whether this is spontaneous, casual, informal
or more formal participation.

Level of the
sporting
ecosystem
1. The first level:
Informal spaces
for sport

Type of facility

•
•
•
•
•

2. The second
level:
Small and easy
to use sports
facilities

•
•
•
•

Creation of goalmouths on
grassy areas for football
Line markings on tarmac areas
for sports
Markings, targets and hoops on
walls
Sports equipment loan or
purchase scheme
Signposted walking and cycling
routes around the park

Outdoor table tennis tables
Bouldering rocks/ climbing
walls
Small fenced multisport tarmac
areas for informal football,
basketball etc.
Outdoor gyms, fitness trails

Likely characteristics of potential
sports users

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

3. The third level
More formal

•

Existing or new specialist
sports facilities on the site

•
•

People who want to play sport
informally with friends and family
with a bit of self-organising in
advance
People playing sport spontaneously
People with either little skill or
playing experience as well as more
experienced players
People who don’t consider
themselves to be ‘sporty’.
People who live locally
People who might play sport
spontaneously as well as those who
will organise it in advance but on a
more informal basis
People of all ages, including park
users and people passing through the
park
People with either little skill or
playing experience or more
experienced players
Likely to be attractive to non-sporty
people
People who live locally
People with some level of skill or
playing experience or high level of
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Level of the
sporting
ecosystem
specialist
sports facilities
3.41

3.42

Type of facility

Likely characteristics of potential
sports users
•
•

confidence.
More likely to make planned visits.
Attractive to ‘sporty’ people

The concept of a sporting ecosystem does assume that people taking part in sport at one
level of the ecosystem might be more likely to take part in sport at other levels of the
ecosystem. Indeed, Levels One and Two of the sporting ecosystem can be seen as having
a second set of functions. These functions would include helping people to familiarise
themselves with the sports facilities on the park, helping them to feel comfortable and
confident about playing sport on the park and helping them to improve their skills
through playing sport more regularly at the park. This has the potential to encourage
them to take part in sport at the third level using the more formal specialist sports
facilities if the right kind of support is in place.

This case study has focused on the first two levels of the sporting ecosystem, namely, the
use of informal spaces for sport as well as the small, easy to use sports facilities. The
choice of facilities for inclusion in this case study was determined by the following
factors:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Low capital costs – low capital costs so that they could be installed in a number of
places around the park as the park changes. The facilities would also be cheap
enough to replace at the end of their lifetime.

Low revenue costs – minimal revenue costs for financial sustainability so that the
facilities can continue to be provided regardless of future financial pressures. Most
of the facilities within this case study ‘run themselves’ and need very little staffing,
at the most only needing regular site inspections for health and safety and
occasional maintenance work.
Easy to use – the facilities can all be used without booking beforehand. People can
spontaneously decide to ‘have a go’ as they are passing by or they can plan to go
there, turn up and play sport.
No or little cost for the users – the majority of these elements would be free to
use and require little specialist equipment, helping to attract local people on low
incomes.

Easy to play – the facilities provide sports that are easy to play by beginners or
experienced players, they can be adapted for use by disabled people and they can
be used by most age groups. Most do not need specialist equipment and if they do,
it can be bought or borrowed cheaply.

Individual and group/ team sports – the range of facilities caters for people
playing a sport individually, in pairs, in groups or in teams. Indeed, there is the
potential for others to join during the activities as the facilities can be used
flexibly.
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•

3.43

Potential for a pathway to other sports facilities and opportunities – Most of
the facilities provide activities (apart from the bouldering rocks) that have the
potential to lead to more formal sporting opportunities on the park including
playing sport at the specialist sports facilities, local sports clubs and local sporting
projects.

The five elements of the sporting ecosystem case study are as follows:-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Outdoor table tennis tables
Football goals (mainly on grass areas)
Bouldering rocks
Artificial grass areas (potential for links to the football goals)
Sports equipment library (to support the other four elements as well as the use
of other open spaces for a range of informal sports)

Summary of the findings of the Sporting Ecosystem case study
3.44
3.45

The main case study provides the detail, learning and findings of this initiative as well as
the links to the LLDC Interim uses strategy. This section aims to pull this information
together as a summary.
The benefits of the different elements of the Sporting Ecosystem case study for the
interim usage of QEOP could be as follows:•

•

•
•

•

•

•

The flexibility and low capital costs of most of the different elements of the case
study show that they could be installed at different stages of the QEOP’s
development, removed with little cost and then replaced in other locations.

The small amounts of space required for the individual elements and the potential
to cluster the different elements together to fit into different shapes and amounts
of space could be attractive for a changing landscape within the QEOP.

The majority of the different elements have low capital costs and minimal revenue
implications, only requiring regular site inspections and minimal maintenance.

The case study has demonstrated that these types of facilities are able to attract
high usage from all age groups and have the potential to engage the whole
community including ‘non-sporty people’ since low levels of sporting ability or
knowledge are required.

The nature of the facilities mean that they can be used for informal, casual
activities attracting passers-by as well as individuals or groups organising their
own use of the facilities. The provision of a sports equipment library will help to
support the use of these facilities as well as other open spaces that could be used
for recreation.
The different elements of the case study provide a range of sporting experiences
which are fun and different. They can also be adapted to meet the needs of
disabled users such as different heights for the table tennis tables.

The majority of the different elements are free to use or low cost and help to
remove the cost barrier from local people on low incomes from taking part in
sport in QEOP.
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•

3.46

The concept of the sporting ecosystem could be seen as a potential pathway to
other facilities and opportunities, including the more iconic facilities such as the
Aquatic centre with the potential to attract a steady flow of new users to these
facilities, especially local people.
The different elements of the sporting ecosystem could be integrated into the
infrastructure of the Park such as walking and cycling routes and help to lead
people around the different areas of the Park providing ‘destinations’ and areas of
activity and interest.

However, there are a number of issues to be considered:
•

•

•

Additional intervention such as Activators, outreach work, signposting and
information will be needed to support the pathway from the more informal
elements of the ecosystem to the more formal facilities.

The sports equipment library would need to be integrated into an existing facility,
preferably sporting, which would be willing to take responsibility for the
management and promotion of the resources.

The location of the individual elements has been shown to be important for the
level of success especially in terms of linking to other facilities or addressing
potential weather complications. The provision of ancillary facilities such as
canopies and floodlighting, sheltered areas will help to address these concerns.
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CASE STUDY 8 - ECOSYSTEM CASE STUDY
(Facilities and equipment that will fit into the ecosystem of the park)
Project overview

•
•

User Groups

•
•
•

Capital Costs

Revenue Costs

•

•
•

Outdoor Table Tennis
Outdoor table tennis table
(Ping Initiative) –
concrete/fixed
Could be moved but unlikely
to be cost effective.

•

Informal and self-organised
use for games and informal
competitions
Suitable for all age groups
and ability groups, including
older people.
Could be used for coaching
courses and festivals etc

•

£2,345 plus VAT per table,
plus tarmac/concrete
surface if not in place or
£150 plus VAT for rubber
matting if on grass surface.

No revenue costs
Possibly removal of chewing
gum, filling in tiny chips –
maintenance cost.

•
•

•

•
•

Football Goals
Heavy duty football
goalposts for grass
areas.

•
•

Can be used by all
ages but likely to be
children, young
people, young adults,
probably mainly
males.
Informal and selforganised
Could be used for
coaching/ organised
sessions.

•

£958 inc VAT for
anti-vandal steel
goals plus installation
of sockets in the
ground.

•

No fixed revenue
costs
Regular mowing of
playing area

•
•

•

•

•
•

Bouldering Rocks
Bouldering rocks
Sprayed concrete blocks
custom made, to be used
singley, in groups or as a
trail through the park with
an online/ rock plaque
guide).

•
•

Ranging from adventurous
play to climbing
Children, young people and
families for adventurous
play option
More advanced bouldering
would mainly be used by
teenagers/ adults
interested in climbing, as
training for more formal
climbing
Could be used for coaching
beginners
Bespoke design and
construction
Approximate prices: 1
boulder £14 – 27k, set of 3
boulders as a cluster circa
£50k. Includes safety
surfaces

•

No revenue costs
No maintenance costs

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Artificial Grass
Reinforced artificial grass areas
to support informal sport on
grass areas.
Artificial, sand filled grass area
with drainage, suitable for use
with football or other team
goals.

•
•

Informal use for sports such as
football, hockey rugby, volleyball
and tennis (as long as clean
surface)
All age groups
Informal playing and coaching
programmes
Likely to be children and young
people

•

£20k approx. for 15 x 15m area
depending on the surface.
May need to consider provision
of a low fence around the area
with one/two openings to
prevent mud depending on
drainage issues and nature of
the location.

•

No revenue costs
Possible maintenance cost for
cleaning the artificial area if it
became too muddy (risk of mud
stopping drainage)

•

•

•
•

•

Sports Equip. Library
Sports equipment library
Range of sports equipment
sets for projects and groups to
borrow. Most are in bags and
include rules and form of
markings e.g. chalk, tape)
Wide range of sports for all
ages
Informal playing, coaching,
competitions, festivals, tasters.

£5k plus for the purchase of
sports equipment sets
depending on size of
storage/admin available e.g.
street tennis, kwikcricket,
cricket, rounders, basketballs,
athletics, volleyball.
Needs secure, dry storage area
May need trolleys or similar to
transport heavy equipment
such as sand-filled post bases
On-going replacement budget
for lost/ damaged equipment
Budget for staff to be in place
to be responsible for reserving
equipment, lending it out,
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CASE STUDY 8 - ECOSYSTEM CASE STUDY
(Facilities and equipment that will fit into the ecosystem of the park)
Outdoor Table Tennis

Learning - Key
Success Factors

•

•
•

•

Learning - Issues •
to Consider
•

•
Reasons for
Recommendation

Co-location: Siting of two or
three tables together creates
a mini hub, more likely to
generate interest, less likely
to have queues, easier to
self-organise competitions
Co-location Café or facility
nearby to loan or sell cheap
bats and balls
Location: Located in
sheltered positions to avoid
the wind and if possible
falling leaves
ETTA Outdoor Ping Initiative
generated over 100k uses in
2010 and 300k uses in
2011/12

•

•

•

•

If located in wrong place,
might not get sufficient use
Weather dependent BUT
feedback is that it is only rain
and wind which stops play
even during the winter.
Some sites have installed
canopy.

•

Good value for money with
no revenue costs and few
maintenance issues.

•

•
•

Football Goals
Possible moving of
goalpost areas if goal
mouth becomes too
well-worn or site to
be used for other
purposes
Location: in the right
place, esp. near
where young people
gather
Ancillary
Equipment: Near
direct/ overspill
lighting during the
winter months
Informal
Participation &
Programmed
Activity: Some
coaching or use by a
local project so that it
becomes an
established place to
play
If located in wrong
place could cause
tension with other
users or residents e.g.
noise and language.
If not anti-vandal
goals, high risk of
being stolen
Risk of dog mess in
playing area
Good value for money
with no revenue costs
and small

Bouldering Rocks

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Informal Participation &
Programmed Activity
Boulders can be designed
for a range of ability levels
with different routes
Co-location: Clustering
more than one boulder in a
location makes it more
exciting and challenging
Ancillary Equipment:
Adding nets and ropes for
linking boulders makes it
more challenging
Other: Use of ‘guide books’
for the boulders to show
routes with varying levels
of difficulty

Artificial Grass

•
•
•

Could be expensive to
relocate as the Park
develops

•

Can make good use of
awkward areas of space
Informality and ability to

•

•

•

Sports Equip. Library

return and inventory,
collecting money if there is a
charge. (Could be integrated
into a leisure centre/ park
ranger service)

Location: The right location
Ancillary Equipment: Lighting
for dark evening use (but will
need access to electricity)
Ancillary Equipment: May need
some low height fencing which
aims to guide players on and off
the surface at a limited no. of
points but still keeps it 100%
open access to all (i.e. no locked
gates)

•

Mud and dirt on the surface
preventing play
Dog dirt on the surface if not
fenced

•

No revenue and few
maintenance costs
Flexible area that can be used in

•

•
•
•

•

Co-location: Integration with
another facility such as a
sports centre
Community Engagement:
Good publicity
Location: Easy for groups to
use, especially in evenings and
at weekend
Other: Low cost for users

Lost and damaged equipment
means that replacement costs
could increase over time
The administration of this
scheme could be time
consuming

Supports local community
groups, especially nonsporting groups to use the
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CASE STUDY 8 - ECOSYSTEM CASE STUDY
(Facilities and equipment that will fit into the ecosystem of the park)
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Links to LLDC
Interim Use
Strategy Key
Themes

Stakeholder
Workshop

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outdoor Table Tennis
Uses up small areas of space,
can be used flexibly
Attracts wide range of users
including beginners and nonsporty people
Informality and ability to
self-organise, free of charge
Easy sport to play, don’t
need to know the rules and
don’t need good level of
skills.
ETTA keen to get involved
and help look for funding
sources, give technical
advice for the tendering
process
Removes many barriers to
participation
Potential to add canopy,
often used on school sites as
shelter from rain/sun.

Football Goals
•
•

•
•

•

maintenance costs
Potential to move the
goalposts around the
site
Able to use goalposts
singly or in pairs
depending on the
space of the site
Informal, self
organised and free of
charge
Good for providing
space for teenage
lads for playing
football by
themselves

Bouldering Rocks
•
•

•
•

self-organise activity
Could be used as a trail to
lead people through the
Park
Could complement the
proposed low climbing
wall at the River Outlook
site.
Free of charge to users
Nature of activity is
exciting and adventurous
and fits in with the natural
landscape

Artificial Grass

•
•
•

different ways for different
sports
Enables sport to be played
outdoors when too muddy on
grass
Avoids worn out goalmouths
becoming muddy and
unplayable during the winter
Low risk of vandalism as set in
sand and hard to cut/ set fire.

Sports Equip. Library
•
•

•
•

Park for sport.
Good introduction to playing
sport on the Park
Wide variety of equipment
encourages a wider variety of
sports and could be used
alongside work with local
sports and coaches
Potential to combine with a
loan/ cheap equipment service
for individual users/ families
Could be attractive
sponsorship deal for a sports
equipment company.

Activation and animation of vacant space 
Encourages character 
Offers flexible solutions for timing and programme balance 
Promote the Park as a ‘world class’ destination
Display market robustness 
Community involvement and adaptation of spaces 
Improves legibility and mobility around the site 
Builds value in the early phase 
In line with corporate policies and priorities 
Positive feedback. Provision of outdoor table tennis tables particularly supported as seen as a game all can play, social and suitable for all
abilities.
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CASE STUDY 8 - ECOSYSTEM CASE STUDY
(Facilities and equipment that will fit into the ecosystem of the park)
Feedback

•
•
•

Outdoor Table Tennis
Football Goals
Bouldering Rocks
Artificial Grass
Sports Equip. Library
The bouldering facilities are different, exciting and visually appealing. If set out in a trail they provide a good means of encouraging visitors to
move around the park.
Clear links to increasing participation.
Some concerns highlighted in relation to the adverse effect of the weather on usage and potential H&S concerns in relation to the Bouldering
– but feedback from case study contacts have not found these issues to be significant.
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Section Four – Learning and Recommendations
Introduction
4.1

The case study examples have helped to identify a number of important learning points
and issues which should be considered in the future development of the QEOP. The
learning points broadly fit into the following six themes:
7. Location and Co-location;
8. Community engagement;
9. Robust equipment;
10.

11.

12.
4.2

Informal participation and programmed activities; and

Staff and volunteers support.

1. Location and Co-location
Learning from the case studies has highlighted the critical importance of ensuring that
facilities are provided in the ‘right’ site location for purpose. So for example:
•

•

4.3

Provision of ancillary equipment;

A critical success factor for the triathlon live project was being located on high
profile sites with an existing high footfall – such as Hyde Park in London and
Exchange Square in Manchester.

It was deemed important that the pensioner’s playgrounds be located on land with
natural surveillance, away from teen facilities, in close proximity to access points,
car parking and public transport routes. In particular, it was felt that locating the
facility adjacent to the children’s play area has helped to promote the use of the
facilities. For the Ping Outdoor Table Tennis Initiative, the learning highlights the
importance of ensuring that the locations selected feel safe for users, so should not
be provided in isolated locations. In addition, the more visible the location, the
more likely that the tables will be well-used. It is also advantageous for the tables
to be located within sheltered areas - out of the wind (so that it doesn’t affect the
ball in play!) and not near to trees to prevent leaves falling onto the tables and
surrounding ground. Similarly the sand-based beach court needs to be away from
overhanging trees.

For a number of the facilities – a key success factor has been clustering or co-locating the
facility with other facilities (both sporting and non-sporting) facilities. For example:

•

•
•

Trafford Sports Barn is located on a site together with a youth centre (with
changing facilities), 3G Pitch and MUGAs – which has been useful for extending the
range of activities. The Barn is also within walking distance of local houses/flats.

Blackpool Sports Barn is co-located with a Children’s Centre and GP surgery. The
Barn is also within walking distance of local houses.

The Sand-based beach court at Westminster is integrated into a supervised site at
The Westminster Academy.
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•

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

The Pensioners Playground in Hyde Park is located adjacent to a park café and
toilets and is visible from the Tennis and Bowls Centres and close to the road and
London transport networks including Knightsbridge Tube Station.

Similarly, feedback from Officers at Manchester City Council highlighted, that whilst the
Pensioner’s Playground facility in Dam Head Park is well used, it is felt that
opportunities to maximise the benefits (via co-location) have perhaps been missed. A
similar facility which has been subsequently provided within Ladybarn Park (also in
Manchester); includes a walking circuit too. The circuit sets markers around the park
every 200m to encourage walking alongside use of the new outdoor gym facility.
Additionally, a park ‘Fit and Fun’ day was held by the Ladybarn Friends Group which
helped to promote and introduce local residents to the new opportunities in the park.

Early indications suggest that provision within Ladybarn Park is proving to be very
popular and is particularly meeting the needs of the local Asian population. The City
Council indicate that they intend to ensure that any future facilities are provided in
partnership with other agencies to enhance the value of the facility. They highlight
strong links for example with the work of the Health Trust, who promote physical
activity and suggest that organised activities, perhaps linked with health walks would
maximise usage. They believe that providing other activities adjacent is likely to increase
the use of the playground.

2. Community Engagement
Community engagement has become an important principle for agencies working at a
local community level. This approach is now recognised and practiced by many sports
providers, including those involved in the case studies in this report. Although
community engagement does not have an agreed definition, it includes the following
approach to working with local communities to develop sport: to consult and involve
local communities in decisions relating to policy and service delivery with a view to
ensuring the long term sustainability of the service provision.

Agencies involved in these case studies have taken the following approaches to
community engagement:
•

•
•

•
•
•

They have consulted the local community about the development of the individual
sports facilities.
They have involved the local community in the planning and design of the facility.

They have involved local people in the running of these facilities, such as through
volunteering and helping to decide which activities should be provided and some
have given them open access to the facilities so that they are in control of their
own activities.
Some have taken positive action to encourage local volunteers to take over the
running of the facility.
In one case, the Street Sports facility at Frontside Gardens, the project has been
developed and run by volunteers from within the local community.

Some have linked into community events, clubs and organisations.
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4.8

4.9

4.10
4.11

4.12

4.13
4.14
4.15

4.16

Successful community engagement has been found to be extremely important and the
case studies demonstrate a number of different means of carrying this out.

Community engagement for the design and development of the facility. For example,
learning from the Pensioners Playground in Manchester highlighted that it was
beneficial to engage the local community at an early stage. Residents were consulted
throughout the design and delivery phases. The same approach was also used in the
development of the Hyde Park Pensioners Playground, where a detailed feasibility study
was conducted - again with successful results.

Community engagement as a key part of the whole project. Learning from Frontside
Gardens has highlighted the success of responding to the demand for a specific facility
from local young people, linking into community events and the engagement of local
volunteers as an effective means of managing and running the facility.
Community engagement for the running of the facility. Learning from the Trafford
Sports Barn identified that the recruitment of local residents to staff the facility has
helped in the development of community engagement. Feedback from the management
team at the Sports Barn identified that a key success in terms of community engagement
– has been ‘delivering on promises and always listening to what the community want
rather than giving them what the management team think they want. As a result, the local
community see the Sports Barn as their facility’.

Positive action to encourage community engagement for the long term
sustainability of a facility. Feedback from Blackpool Council highlighted that although
the local authority were keen for the community to take ownership of the facility, this
has not happened in practice as yet, with reliance still on input from the local authority.
The Council hope to improve community engagement/ownership through the
development of local volunteers, local capacity and via involvement and links with other
partner organisations in the sports sector.

3. Robust Equipment
Learning from the case studies has also highlighted the need for the equipment selected
to be robust/high specification - rather than cheapest option, given the high volume of
users through the sites. This was particularly noted at the Triathlon Live sites.

Feedback from the Pensioners Playground sites also raised this issue - where some
equipment had needed replacing due to high levels of use. The importance of providing
equipment on concrete foundations/safety surfacing (rather than grass which is
susceptible to wear and tear) was also emphasised.

In addition, feedback from staff responsible for Pensioner’s Playground in Manchester,
highlighted that the selection of equipment is particularly important. They note the
benefits of using a UK supplier (for access to spare parts) and indicate that there are
significant differentials in cost dependent upon supplier. There is a wide range of similar
looking equipment that targets different age groups. Research into the most appropriate
facility for the site is therefore essential.
Within the Outdoor Table Tennis Case study, learning highlighted the potential for
adding a canopy or floodlighting to extend playing time during the winter evenings.
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4.17

4.18

The Westminster Beach Court does not currently have any floodlights so during the
winter months activity time is shortened. Feedback from this facility highlighted that
this is something they would recommend considering with the development of a similar
facility.
4. Provision of ancillary equipment
The case studies also reveal that the provision of ancillary equipment helps to encourage
and enable members of the public to take part as they are ‘passing’, for example:
•

•
•

4.19

4.20

4.21

4.22

The Triathlon Live Sites included the provision of swim suits/wet suits/towels.
The Ping Sites included table tennis bats and balls.

The pensioner’s playground feedback indicated that the inclusion of seating /
benches encouraged the social element of facility. Small banks of seating (as
opposed to picnic tables etc) are thought to be more appropriate as they
discourage misuse.

5. Informal Participation & Programmed Activity
Learning from the case studies has highlighted the need to provide facilities that can
offer opportunities for both informal participation and programmed activities. Research
in recent years has confirmed the growth in informal sports participation. This includes
individual activities such as jogging and cycling – but also opportunities to play more
traditional sports in an informal environment – as demonstrated by the popularity of
initiatives such as the Ping Table Tennis initiative, Just Play Football and Back to Netball.
Space and relevant equipment is therefore required to undertake sports activities
informally.

Case study learning highlighted that facilities which could be used on a casual, drop-in
basis without the need to pre-book were very effective in attracting ‘non-sporty’ and
infrequent sports participants. Facilities such as table tennis, bouldering, skate park and
the pensioners’ playgrounds could be used on a spontaneous basis, often by passers-by they provide the opportunity to have a go/have some fun. The nature of these facilities
lends them to providing an introduction into the sport and informal (but potentially
regular) participation. Both the table tennis and bouldering case studies showed that
participants often organised their own sessions, deciding to meet up with friends and
even organising their own regular friendly competitions.
The evidence from these case studies shows that these types of facilities are effective in
removing many of the barriers to participation– little need for special clothing, personal
equipment, low cost, no need to understand the booking system, low level of skill
needed to enjoy the activity as a beginner. Many of these facilities fit well into an
outdoor park setting.
By contrast, for some of the facilities – the provision of programmed activity was
considered to be a critical success factor. For example:
•

Trafford Sports Barn cited its activity programme as one of the key reasons for its
broad-spread appeal. In particular, the facility has been successful in attracting
females. Females use the Barn for a variety of programmed activities such as:
aerobics, fitness/keep-fit and dance plus ladies only sessions where participants
take part in a range of activities such as badminton, netball, keep fit and team
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•

4.23

games. The facility is also used by girls playing football and cricket and a variety
of activities at the Friday Night ‘Urban Leisure’ sessions which are aimed at
attracting young people. The Barn is also being used for ‘Back to…’ and ‘Get into…’
sports sessions – such as netball. Critically – the Centre sets activity charges at a
low level to enable access by local residents - as the facility is situated within an
area of high deprivation.
At the Sand-based Beach Court in Westminster, programmed activities include use
by Westminster Academy during the day for curricular activities, regular hire by
other clubs/ groups and availability for private hire.

6. Staff and Volunteer Support
For some facilities, staff and volunteer support has contributed to the success:

•

•

•

For the Triathlon Live Sites - enthusiastic staff and volunteers were based on site
to provide general information, coaching/learning about the sport and pathways
into local facilities and clubs. These sites were staffed by employees from England
Triathlon and local club volunteers.
Learning from the Sand-based Beach court in Westminster has highlighted the
importance of having staff available to activate activity in the early stages and the
need for staff to check the site on a regular basis to ensure it is safe, checking for
glass, needles, rubbish and animal droppings! (Covers can be purchased for this
type of facility to avoid many of these issues).
Within Hyde Park - there are park rangers and sports development
representatives working within the park to help promote the Pensioners
Playground. Induction sessions were also carried out to ensure that regular users
were using the equipment properly.

Case Studies - Additional Issue to consider:
4.24

Learning from the Pensioners Playground Case study in Manchester highlighted that:
•

•
•

4.25

There are potential implications for health and safety if not considered
appropriately at the outset, in particular, there are liability implications of
encouraging older residents who are perhaps more vulnerable to injury to use the
exercise equipment. Relevant signage and disclaimers are therefore particularly
important.
Use of facility by none target groups needs to be considered and the impact that
this will have on target users should be taken into account.

Signage is essential for several purposes - raising awareness of the facility,
promoting correct use of equipment (and providing a disclaimer over use) –
health and safety. It is also important in terms of controlling the use of the facility
and managing the expectations of users. Issues were experienced with use of the
facility by younger children and putting signage up outlining the target age ranges
has meant that park wardens are able to control usage by referring users to the
signage.

Learning from the Triathlon Live sites also highlighted:

•

The need for security for the facilities
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•

Relatively high associated costs for a temporary facility.

4.26

Learning from the Sports Barn sites also highlighted that:

4.27

Table 2 overleaf provides a summary of the key case study learning points in tabular
form.

•

The financial sustainability/model needs to be carefully considered so that the
facility is affordable but does not generate a large deficit.
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Table 2 – Summary Key learning from StreetGames Case Studies
Key Learning Theme
7. THE IMPORTANCE OF LOCATION
‘Making it work’

THE VALUE OF ‘CO-LOCATION’
‘Increasing participation’
8. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
‘Ownership’

9. HIGH QUALITY EQUIPMENT/
FACILITIES
‘Saving money and time in the long
term’
10. ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
‘A better experience’

Summary Finding
• High footfall, visible and feeling safe
• Shelter from the weather, leaves etc.
• Places where user groups will be compatible
•
•

Facilities grouped together
Near to non-sporting facilities, such as youth
centres, GP surgeries
• Near to toilets and cafés
• Near to supervised sports facilities
• Involvement by the community from the
beginning of the project to develop community
ownership (methods included consultation on
design/planning, engagement of local residents as
volunteers or staff, links with community events
and clubs)
• Difficult to make it work – ‘good in theory’!
• Robust, more expensive equipment/ facilities
save money in the long term
• Spend more time buying the right equipment at
the start
• UK suppliers can be cheaper for spares and
repairs
The provision of additional and ancillary equipment
can enhance the experience and extend playing
opportunities. For example: Floodlighting to extend
use during the winter
• Canopies for the weather
• Benches/ seating
• Tarmac/ concrete/ artificial surfaces

Relevant Case studies
• 1 - Triathlon Live
• 2 - Beach Court
• 4 & 5 - Pensioner’s playground
• 6 & 7 - Sports Barns
• 8 – Eco System
• 2 - Beach Court
• 4 & 5 - Pensioner’s Playgrounds
• 6 & 7 - Sports Barns
•
•
•

3 - Skate Park
4 & 5 - Pensioner’s Playgrounds
6 & 7 - Sports Barns

•
•

1 -Triathlon Live
4 & 5 - Pensioner’s Playgrounds

•
•
•
•

1 - Triathlon Live
2 - Beach Court
4 & 5 - Pensioner’s Playgrounds
8 – Eco system (table tennis)
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Key Learning Theme

11. INFORMAL ACTIVITY
‘Letting them play sport on their own
terms’

Summary Finding
• Access to equipment for using facilities – bats
and balls, swimsuits
• Signage and instructions for risky activities
• The provision of opportunities to use facilities
without booking, drop-in, casual use.
• Free or low cost for users

PROGRAMMED ACTIVITY

Opportunities for some coaching/ supervised
sessions

12. STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS

•

‘Kick starting it into action’

•

Staff and volunteers to encourage people to use a
new facility
To be around to make sure it’s safe and clear.

Relevant Case studies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 - Skate Park
4 & 5 - Pensioner’s Playgrounds
8 – Eco system (table tennis)
1 - Triathlon Live
2 - Beach Court
3 - Skate Park
6 & 7 - Sports Barns
8 – Eco system (table tennis)
1 - Triathlon Live
2 - Beach Court
3 - Skate Park
6 & 7 - Sports Barns
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Non Facility Related Factors
4.28

Learning through the StreetGames network over the past 5-6 years has highlighted the
vital importance of non-facility related factors in encouraging community engagement.

4.30

So for example, in terms of ‘right place’ many of our successful doorstep sport
programmes are provided using facilities such as neighbourhood parks, amenity open
space, even car parks or multi-use-games areas (MUGAs) rather than high spec,
purpose-built sports facilities to negate a reliance on car travel.

4.29

4.31
4.32

4.33

4.34

4.35

StreetGames has found, what we term ‘doorstep sport’ to be an effective means of
engaging local communities from disadvantaged areas into sport. By this we mean, the
provision of activities and opportunities to participate in sport at ‘the right time, right
place, right price and in the right style’.

As such, some of the informal landscaped or hard standing surface spaces within the
QEOP present opportunities for delivering doorstep sport activities – be these either
regular weekly sessions, ‘pop up’ holiday programmes or festivals.

Doorstep sport ‘right style’ evolves over time, but tends to be informal/youth-led. Skills
and drills are unlikely to appeal; therefore coaches and leaders deliver “hidden
coaching” for example via a game-led approach, fun challenges and creative activities.
Informality is important and sessions may include non-traditional or adapted versions
of games, such as Street Rugby, Freestyle tennis, dodgeball or ultimate frisbee. Plus the
scheduling of high points such as local festivals, tournaments and events have also been
found to be an effective means of raising awareness, engagement and retention.
The skills of the lead coaches and the engagement and up skilling of local volunteers has
also been found to be extremely important – in terms of community engagement and
promotion. Similarly, some of the case study examples benefitted from the input of
development staff and coaches. The use of development staff or Park Activators should
therefore be considered to help promote and encourage usage, signpost visitors to the
formal built facilities available on-site and meet key objectives around activating the
park immediately.
In terms of ‘right price’ – from a StreetGames perspective, affordable pricing is essential sessions often charge a nominal fee (such as £1-£2) to ensure that a value is attached.
Older participants will search out bargains and value for money offers, therefore
discounts and incentives are appealing, such as bring a friend for half price.

Consultation is essential for determining the ‘right time’ – activities often focus on
evening sessions (including Friday nights) with later time slots often popular with older
teenagers (8-9.30pm).
Case Study Links to LLDC Interim Use Strategy

4.36

The LLDC Interim Use Strategy for the future of the QEOP sets the corporate ambition
that the “Park develops into a new destination that fits seamlessly within the existing
urban fabric of East London, connecting and celebrating the surrounding communities”
and specifically in relation to community/grassroots uses, draws upon “Interim Uses as
a way to build community ownership and encourage the existing character of the fringe
areas to further develop within the Park”.
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4.37
4.38

Based on the case study research we have conducted, we believe that all of the facilities
included within the case study examples have the potential to support these
community/grass roots use objectives – via active interim usage.

The facilities selected all present the opportunity to contribute towards a number of key
themes identified within the LLDC Interim Use Strategy – such as the activation and
animation of vacant space, encouraging community involvement and building value etc.
Table 3 below summarises the key themes and the potential contributions that interim
projects could make and outlines which of the case studies have potential to contribute
to each of these key themes. It should also be noted that many of the case studies (as set
out earlier in this section) reinforce the importance of these key themes in the overall
success of a project.
Table 3 – Case Study Links To Interim Use Strategy Key Themes

Theme

The Activation and
animation of vacant space

Potential Contribution
•
•

Encourage Character

•
•

Offer flexible solutions
for timing and
programme balance

Promote the Park as a
“world-class” destination

•
•

•

•

Display Market
Robustness

•

•

Projects which provide real
opportunities to activate vacant
space.
Projects which present
opportunities to provide a safe and
inviting use of space (i.e. through
opportunities for informal and
programmed activities).
Projects which provide a distinct
and interesting offer.
Projects which present
opportunities for delivering a varied
offer for visitors.
Projects which provide a range of
adaptable offerings.
Projects that present a balance of
offerings during all-seasons and allhours.
Projects which assist the Park into
becoming a destination that rivals
the top tourist spots of London. For
example, via activation and wellprogrammed activities.
Provision of experimental and
innovative concepts which
incentivise visits and promote the
Park as a ‘must see, must return’
destination.
Successful temporary use projects
can serve as an exemplar for future
investors and/or more permanent
commercial operators.
Some projects may help to provide
commercial income and therefore
avoid management costs.

Relevant Case Study Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 - Triathlon Live
2 - Beach Court
3 - Street Sports
4&5 - Pensioner’s Playground
6&7 - Sports Barn
8 - Eco-system

Plus doorstep sport style activities,
sessions and festivals etc.
•
2 - Beach Court
•
3 - Street Sports
•
8 - Eco-system (Bouldering)
•
•
•
•
•

2 - Beach Court
3 - Street Sports
4&5 - Pensioner’s Playground
6&7 - Sports Barn
8 - Eco-system

Plus doorstep sport style activities,
sessions and festivals etc.
•
1 - Triathlon Live
•
2 - Beach Court

•
•

3 - Street Sports
8 - Eco-system (outdoor table
tennis)

These projects plus doorstep sport
style activities provide low cost,
sustainable options.

In addition, carefully managed facilities
such as the beach court or sports barns
can also offer opportunities for
commercial projects. These could be
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Theme

Potential Contribution

Relevant Case Study Projects

Community involvement
and adaption of spaces

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Improve legibility and
mobility around the site

•
•

Build Value in the Early
Phase

•

In line with Corporate
policies and priorities

•

•

4.39

4.40
4.41

Projects which allow adjacent
neighbourhoods to be involved in
their development to promote a
sense of ownership
Projects which encourage
community members to help adapt
spaces.

developed via successful capital grant
applications.

Projects which have the potential to
improve the safety, mobility and
long-term legibility of the site.
Projects which allow residents and
visitors to have an active and
interesting experience during their
time in the Park.
Projects which help to increase the
desirability of the remaining
platforms.
Projects which help to support
public statements and commitments
concerning the Olympic Legacy and
specifically what the LLDC will
deliver to this part of London.
Projects which help to achieve this
legacy, via an activated and
animated Park experience.

2 - Beach Court
3 - Street Sports
4&5 - Pensioner’s Playground
6&7 - Sports Barn
8 - Eco-system

Plus doorstep sport style activities,
sessions and festivals etc.
•
4&5 - Pensioner’s Playground
•
8 - Eco-system

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 - Beach Court
4&5 - Pensioner’s Playground
8 - Eco-system
1 - Triathlon Live
2 - Beach Court
3 - Street Sports
4&5 - Pensioner’s Playground
6&7 - Sports Barn
8 - Eco-system

Plus doorstep sport style activities,
sessions and festivals etc.

The case study examples are also in alignment with a number of key corporate priorities
around equality and inclusion, community participation and environmental
sustainability. They can also actively contribute towards output measures relating to
attracting more visitors, encouraging increased frequency of visit and ensuring the
diversity of visitor profile.
Table 4 briefly summarises the role that facilities in each case study can play in the
achievement of the key objectives to guide decision making with regards the future of
the QEOP.
Table 4 – Role of each facility in meeting the objectives of the LLDC Interim Use Strategy.

Objectives and Themes

The Activation and animation of
vacant space

Triathlon
Live

Sand Based
Beach Court

Street
Sports

Case Study

Pensioner
Playground

Sports
Barns

Sporting
Eco System

Encourage Character
Offer flexible solutions for timing and
programme balance
Promote the Park as a “world-class”
destination
Display Market Robustness
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Objectives and Themes
Community involvement and adaption
of spaces

Triathlon
Live

Sand Based
Beach Court

Street
Sports

Case Study

Pensioner
Playground

Sports
Barns

Sporting
Eco System

Improve legibility and mobility
around the site
Build Value in the Early Phase
In line with Corporate policies and
priorities

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the learning gathered from the case study examples, and as a means of addressing
some of the key challenges and objectives set out within the Interim Use Strategy, we propose
that LLDC consider the following recommendations in relation to the grassroots/community
interim sports uses for the QEOP.

Overarching principle for the interim sporting uses of QEOP

R1: High priority
LLDC need to ensure the active involvement of the local community. Engagement methods
should include: consultation to solicit ideas and gather input at the early planning/design
phases, the active involvement of local residents in the running of the facilities and activities
provided, either as members of staff, volunteers and/or peer champions and playing a key role
in the evaluation of the facilities. Local community groups, clubs and organisations can also
often support with activation.

Learning, from case studies 3, 4, 5 and 6 particularly highlighted the importance of community
involvement as a key success factor and provide a range of different means for doing this.
The planning process for interim sporting uses

R2: High priority
In order to ensure programme balance and flexible solutions, LLDC should look to provide a mix
of interim use sports facilities which:
e.

f.

g.
h.

Includes both high profile ‘wow’ interim uses as well as more common, low cost ‘everyday’
use of the space, which encourage regular visits by local residents plus one off trips by
visitors. (e.g. by schools, youth and community groups, faith groups, tourist groups etc).
Includes interim use provision which provides for both informal sports participation and
formal/programmed activities.

Includes a mix of facilities that meet the needs/demands of the differing potential target
market (i.e. so that there is provision for different age groups, gender and different socioeconomic groups etc).

Provides activities which are appropriate for different seasons and different times of the
day.

This recommendation is based on the collective learning gathered across all case studies 1-8.
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R3: High priority
In order to ensure the activation and animation of vacant space, LLDC needs to ensure that
interim use sports facilities are provided in the ‘right’ site location for their purpose. Taking
into consideration all of the location and co-location specific lessons learnt.
As highlighted via the learning from case studies 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7

R4: Medium Priority
In order to present a balanced offer during all-seasons and all-hours, LLDC should consider the
inclusion of elements such as floodlighting, canopies and covers in relation to interim use sports
facilities, to prolong usage and incorporate appropriate signage.

As highlighted via the learning, from case studies 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

R5: High Priority
In order to promote legibility and mobility within the Park LLDC should look to include interim
use sports facilities, which require users to move around the park to participate, such as
bouldering rocks, cycling, walking/trim trails or Parkour structures.
As highlighted via the learning from case study 8.

R6: Medium Priority
LLDC should take into consideration the need to provide robust equipment for interim use
sports facilities as opposed to selection based purely on low cost to extend the lifespan of
equipment and minimise repair and maintenance costs.
As highlighted via the learning from case studies 1, 4 and 5.
Funding of the interim use sports facilities

We understand that there are financial constraints given the current economic climate and that
LLDC are seeking to ensure cost neutrality of projects over a 3‐ year funding.
R7: High Priority
It is therefore, recommended that LLDC consider opportunities to fund interim use built sports
provision via:
d.

e.

f.

Potential sponsorship or PR opportunities (as highlighted in case study 1 and 8)

The use of recycled materials (as highlighted in case study 2 and 3)

Applications to relevant funding programmes (as highlighted in case study 6 and 7).

R8: Medium priority
LLDC should consider alternative opportunities for the maintenance and supervision of longerterm interim use sports facilities rather than employing staff directly to specifically undertake
this work. For example, including inspection and maintenance tasks within the roles of existing
facility based staff on site or alternatively consider opportunities to include within a
Neighbourhood Officer Role.
As highlighted via the learning in case studies 2, 4, 5 and 7.
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The delivery and operation of interim sporting uses
R9: High priority
To support the activation of vacant space, LLDC should consider opportunities for using the
informal landscaped areas or hard standing spaces within the QEOP for doorstep sport style
activities, which can be provided without purpose built facilities – such as weekly sports activity
sessions, pop up holiday activity clubs or festivals.
As highlighted via the learning from case study 8 and additional doorstep sport information
provided.

R10: High Priority
In line with corporate policies and priorities related to the Olympic Legacy, it is essential that
LLDC provide pathway information to advise participants where they can continue their
involvement in the sport once the facility has been moved – and maximise potential links and
exit routes into the permanent built sports facilities on site.
As highlighted via the learning from case studies 1 and 3.

R11: High Priority
To ensure the active engagement and involvement of park visitors, LLDC should consider the
appointment of ‘Activators’. Activators and development staff can provide an important
function, in the successful promotion of activities and the engagement of local residents. Again,
there are opportunities to incorporate an Activator function into the roles of existing facility
based staff on site (which also has the benefit of providing natural pathways and links into the
permanent built facilities on site). Alternatively, Activators may be sourced via the engagement
and up-skilling of local volunteers and peer champions or via links with local organisations and
groups who may be able to support
As highlighted via the learning from case studies 2, 3, 4 and 5.

R12: Medium Priority
To help promote the park as a ‘world class’ destination, LLDC should consider the provision of
interim uses sports facilities which are linked to high profile sporting/cultural events to
promote engagement and interest. There may be potential to plan a calendar of interim uses
linked to high profile sporting events.
As highlighted via the learning from case study 1.
Monitoring and evaluation

R13: High Priority
In order to continue to build upon the lessons learnt, LLDC should evaluate the interim sporting
uses so that there is clear information about which uses have been most successful and continue
to look for relevant best practice examples from elsewhere in the UK and abroad. This is
especially important for the replacement of short term facilities as the Park changes.
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